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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem and Literature Review 
Latent variable modeling has been used widely in behavioral, biological, and 
social sciences, as well as in economics. Factor analysis was the first latent variable 
modeling, and it was introduced by Spearman (1904). In factor analysis, several mea­
surements are taken from each individual, and the relationships among the observed 
variables are explained in terms of a few underlying factors. For example, if the 
observed variables are scores from tests, the factors may represent abilities. Another 
popular latent variable method is the LISREL modeling (Linear Structural RELa-
tionships) developed by Keesling (1972), Joreskog (1973, 1977), and Wiley (1973). 
The LISREL model assesses relationships among the latent variables in addition to 
the measurement structure. Latent variables are hypothetical variables, representing 
underlying concepts, such as ability, social class, anxiety or depression level. Since 
latent variables cannot be observed directly, we observe variables which are believed 
to be related to the latent variables. The relationships between the observed variables 
and the latent variables and the relationships among the latent variables constitute 
the LISREL model. For instance, we may be interested in the relationship between 
the cognitive ability and the socio-economic status of the pupils. Both the cognitive 
ability and the socio-economic status are latent variables. The cognitive ability can 
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be assessed by some tests, while the socio-economic status can be evaluated by ob­
served variables such as parent's education and occupation, and family income. For a 
genercil introduction to factor analysis and the LISREL modeling, see, Bollen (1989), 
Reyment and Joreskog (1993), and Basilevsky (1994). 
In latent variable analyses, the parameter estimation and the model evalua­
tion procedures require numerical computation. The development of computer pack­
ages in the last decades hiis made the latent vfiriable modeling practical and useful. 
Popular structural equation modeling packages are LISREL (Joreskog and Sorbom, 
1989), EQS (Bentler, 1989), PROC CALIS and PROC FACTOR (SAS, Release 6.10), 
COSAN (Fraser, 1988), and Mx (Neale, 1994). 
Most of the statistical packages Jissume that all variables are normally dis­
tributed. In many cases, the factors and the errors are non-normally distributed, 
and the use of the packages may lead to incorrect results and conclusions. To solve 
this problem, Eisymptotic distribution free (ADF) methods were introduced by, e.g., 
Bentler (1983), Browne (1984), and Muthen (1989). The ADF methods turned out to 
have computational and statistical problems for most practical sample sizes, since the 
sample third-order and fourth-order moments are quite variable. In the last fifteen 
years, the asymptotic robustness of normality-based methods was studied by several 
researchers. It was found that these methods can be applied to non-normal data. For 
references, see Amemiya (1985, 1986), Amemiya, Fuller and Pantula (1987), Browne 
(1987), Shapiro (1987), Browne and Shapiro (1988), Anderson (1987, 1989), Ander­
son and Amemiya (1988), Amemiya and Anderson (1990), Browne (1990), Mooijaard 
and Bentler (1991), Satorra and Bentler (1990), and Satorra (1992, 1993a, 1993b). 
The asymptotic robustness of the normality-based methods for multiple popu­
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lations was excimined by Satorra (1993a, 1993b). He considered a model with non-
normal random latent variables assuming independent populations and finite fourth-
order moments for the non-normal variables. In this dissertation, it is shown that 
the normality-based methods are robust for latent variable models with fixed and 
non-normal variables assuming only finite second-order moments for the non-normal 
variables and Jiliowing some kind of dependency over populations. 
Latent variables models can be be fitted to balanced longitudinal data very eas­
ily. See Joreskog and Sorbom (1989). In practice, data are often unbalanced. Then, it 
may be difficult to estimate all the parameters based on the full-likelihood, especially 
when the degree of unbalancedness is large. In this document, an efficient method 
is proposed for unbalanced longitudinal data. The method can be implemented eas­
ily using the existing statistical packages, and is particularly useful for non-normal 
samples. 
1.2 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of three papers. The topics and results in the three 
papers are summarized here. 
The first paper discusses linear latent variable analysis of multiple populations. 
The mean and covariance structures of a general latent variable model for multiple 
populations are considered. The unknown parameters are estimated by the maxi­
mum normal likelihood estimation method. The limiting distribution of the param­
eter estimators is derived under general assumptions. It is shown that the limiting 
distribution of the estimators for most important parameters is common under a wide 
range of assumptions. It is also shown that this result holds for correlated popula­
4 
tions. A simulation study is reported using em econometric model with two correlated 
populations and with fixed and non-normal variables. 
In the second paper, augmented-moment structures are considered under four 
different sets of distributional assumptions for the latent variables. A part of the 
limiting covariance matrix of the parameter estimator is shown to be identical under 
the four sets of assumptions. One use of this result is the computation of the correct 
standard errors by obtaining them under an incorrect but simpler set of assumptions. 
A simulation study is conducted for an errors-in-variables regression model in two 
populations under the four sets of assumptions. 
The third paper proposes a new statistical analysis method for unbalanced longi­
tudinal data, when the use of the full likelihood or time series approaches are diiBcult. 
The proposed method uses a reduced form of the likelihood, and has some good statis­
tical properties. The new method is simple, can be executed by the existing computer 
packages, and is useful for cases involving non-normal factors and errors. The new 
method's efficiency relative to the full likelihood method for balanced data, where 
the latter can be implemented, is numerically shown to be very high. 
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2. ON LINEAR LATENT VARIABLE ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE 
POPULATIONS 
A paper to be submitted to the Annals of Statistics ^ 
Savas Papadopoulos and Yasuo Amemiya 
2.1 Abstract 
Latent variable or structural equation modeling is used heavily in applications, 
especially in social and behavioral sciences. Since the normality based model fitting 
procedures are simple and widely available, and since such procedures are often ap­
plied to non-normal or non-random sample data, it is important to investigate the 
appropriateness of such practice and to suggest simple remedies. This paper ad­
dresses these issues for the analysis of multiple populations. For a very general class 
of latent variable models, a particular parameterization is proposed for meaningful 
and interpretable analysis of several populations. It is shown that under this param­
eterization the large-sample statistical inferences based on the assumption of normal 
and independent populations are valid for virtually any non-normal and dependent 
^ K e y  w o r d s :  Mean and covariance structure, structural equation modeling, fixed 
and non-normal factors, asymptotic robustness. 
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populations. This result is also shown to be valid when some latent variables are 
treated as fixed instead of random, or when multi-populations in fact correspond to 
a group of individuals measured over several time points longitudinally. Simulation 
studies are conducted to verify the theoretical results and assess the use of asymptotic 
results in finite samples. 
2.2 Introduction 
Latent variable ancdysis has been widely used in social, behavioral, and eco­
nomic sciences, and its applications to medical and business areas are becoming 
increasingly popular. Structural equation (LISREL) analysis, factor analysis, and 
errors-in-variables regression are examples of latent variable analysis. In latent vari­
able models, underlying subject-matter concepts are represented by unobservable 
latent variables, and their relationships with each other and with the observed vari­
ables are specified. The models that express observed vEiriables as a linear function 
of latent variables are extensively used, because of their simple interpretation and 
the existence of computer packages such as EQS (Bentler (1989)), LISREL (Joreskog 
and Sorbom (1989)), and SAS (PROC's CALIS and FACTOR (1990)). The exist­
ing computer packages assume that all the variables are normally distributed. The 
normality and linearity assumptions make the analysis and the interpretation simple, 
but their applicability in practice is often questionable. In fact, it is rather common 
in mciny applications to use the normality-based standard errors and model-fit test 
procedures when observed variables are highly discrete, bounded, skewed, or obvi­
ously non-normal. Thus, it is of practical and theoretical interest to examine the 
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extent of the validity of the normality-based inference procedures for non-normal 
data, and to explore possible ways to parameterize cind formulate a model to attain 
the wide applicability. In the structural equation analysis literature, this type of 
research is often referred to as jisymptotic robustness study. Most existing results on 
this topic have been for a single sample from one population. This paper addresses 
the problem for multiple samples or multiple populations, and provides a unified and 
comprehensive treatment of the so-called asymptotic robustness. The emphasis is 
not in extending the single population case results, but in suggesting proper param­
eterization and modeling leading to practical usefulness in terms of the asymptotic 
robustness as well as meaningful interpretation. 
A general linear latent variable model for a multivariate observation vector z, 
similar to those considered by Anderson (1987, 1989), Browne and Shapiro (1988), 
and Satorra (1992), is 
z = b(r) -h Bt(r)fi -F B2(r)f2 -f- • • • + Bi;(r)fi, (2.1) 
where f/, £ = 1,2, • • •, X are independent latent vectors with means 0 and unrestricted 
covariance matrices and b(r) and B<(r), i = 1,2, •••,//, are functions of an 
unknown parameter r. A common approach to verifying the identification and fitting 
the model is to assume hypothetically that all fj's are normally distributed and to 
concentrate on the first two moments of the observed vector z. The issue for the so-
called asymptotic robustness study is to assess the validity of such procedures based 
on the assumed normality, in terms of inference for unknown parameters and testing 
the model fit, for a wide class of distributional assumptions on f^'s. It turns out that 
the type of parameterization used for model (2.1), restricting the coefficient Bf(r) 
but keeping the variances of the non-normal latent variables it unrestricted, plays 
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a key role in the study. 
One of the most popular latent variable models used in socicd and behavioral 
sciences is the structural equation (LISREL) model, which also includes, as special 
cases, first and second order factor analysis, measurement error models, and simulta­
neous equations with errors-in-variables. The LISREL model with mean structures 
(See, e.g., Joreskog and Sorbom(1989) or Bollen (1989)) consists of 
r j  =  a + B»7 + + C, 
y = 7y-|-Ay»7 + e, 
X = 7x + ^x^ + ^' 
where the dy x 1 y and dx x 1 x are observable, rj  and ^ are underlying latent 
factors, c, and 6 are unobservable error vectors, and the last two equations specify 
measurement models. Assume that = k, ^{C} = 0, = 0, E{6} = 0, 
and em, m = 1,2, • • •, dy, and "i = 1,2, • • •, dx, are independent non-normal 
variables  with unrestr ic ted var iances ,  where and 6^ are  the m"* components  of  e 
and 6, respectively. Then, the LISREL model, can be written as a special case of 
(2.1) by writing 
/ \ ( \ / y by 
z = 
— + 
^ * J ^ J \ 
Ay(/-B)-ir 
Ax 
(«-k) + A y ( I  -  B)-' ^ 
OdxXiix 
ei -h • • • -f 
T(y) 
^.dy 
Cdy + 
/ \ ( \ 
Ody Ody 
6 i  +  - - -  +  
T(*) T(X) 
V / 
O d x t  
where by = 7y -|- Ay(/ - B)"^a - Ay(/ - B)~^rk, b* = 7* - Axk, and is the 
m"' column of the dy x dy identity matrix I. This is in the form of model (2.1) with 
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L  =  2  + d y  + d x  and r containing unknown parameters in 7y,  73J,  Ay, Ax, a, B, F, 
cind k. 
In this paper, the multiple population cases of model (2.1) are discussed. La­
tent variable analysis of multiple populations was discussed by Joreskog (1971), Lee 
and Tsui (1982), Muthen (1989), and Satorra (1993a, 1993b). Consider multivariate 
samples from several populations, where a version of (2.1) holds for each population. 
Then, the interest may be in making inferences about the similarities and differ­
ences among populations. If similar variables are measured from each population, 
then the parameters or characteristics associated with a measurement process are 
assumed to be common over the samples. Even in such a case, some of the latent 
variables being measured can have different characteristics (in terms of different dis­
tributional parameters) over populations. The existing computer packages, LISREL 
and EQS, can analyze multiple populations simultaneously under the assumption 
that the populations are independent. Another type of the multi-population prob­
lem is concerned with the so-called correlated populations. The multiple samples 
may in fact come from the same population over different time periods (multivari­
ate repeated measures) or may be spatially correlated. See, e.g., Papadopoulos and 
Amemiya (1995). Such correlated or dependent population (or sample) cases have 
not been fully discussed in the literature, and will be treated in this paper. For both 
types of multi-population problems, this paper considers simple model fitting and 
testing procedures that can be readily carried out using the existing packages. We 
discuss a general multi-population model possibly containing fixed, non-normal, and 
normal components, and introduce a way to formulate and parameterize the model 
so that the multi-population analysis can be conducted and interpreted meaningfully 
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in practice, and so that the so-called asymptotic robustness is achieved for inferences 
concerning pcirameters and model fit. 
The so-ccdled asymptotic robustness of normal-based methods for the latent 
variable ainalysis has been extensively studied in the last ten years. For, exploratory 
(unrestricted) factor analysis, Amemiya, Fuller, cind Pantula (1987) proved that the 
limiting distribution of some estimators is the same for fixed, non-normal, and normal 
factors under the assumption that the errors are normally distributed. Amemiya 
(1986) treated functional and structural relationships with error covariance matrix 
as a function of an unknown parameter vector. The robustness of goodness-of-fit tests 
Wcis studied by Amemiya (1985). Browne (1987) showed that the above results hold 
for a more general class of latent variable models assuming finite eighth moments 
for the factors and normal errors. Anderson and Amemiya (1988), and Amemiya 
and Anderson (1990) extended the above results to confirmatory factor analysis and 
non-normal errors; they assume finite second moments for the factors and errors. 
Browne and Shapiro (1988) introduced a general linear model, and followed a different 
approach from Amemiya and Anderson which forces the observed variables to have 
finite fourth moments. Considering the model of Browne and Shapiro, Anderson 
(1987, 1989) included non-stochastic latent variables, and assumed only finite second 
moments for the non-normal latent variables. Latent variable models with mean and 
covariance structures were studied by Browne (1990) and Satorra (1992). Satorra 
(1993a, 1993b, 1994) considered the multi-sample analysis of augmented-moment 
structures. Additional studies on the asymptotic robustness of latent variable analysis 
were conducted by Shapiro (1987), Mooijaard and Bentler (1991), and Satorra and 
Bentler (1990). 
14 
Asymptotic distribution-free (ADF) methods for the latent variable analysis were 
proposed to deal with non-normal data. See, e.g., Bentler (1983), Browne (1984), and 
Muthen (1989). The ADF methods turned out to be problematic in practice, since 
the fourth-order sample moments are very variable. See, e.g., Chou, Bentler, and 
Satorra (1991) and Muthen and Kaplan (1992). 
In this paper, meaoi and covariance structures are considered for a general multi-
population model which contains fixed, normal and non-normaJ v^lriables; some of 
the non-normcd variables are allowed to be correlated over populations. We use the 
approach of Anderson and Amemiya (1988) to show that the normal-based methods 
are applicable for non-normal and non-random data assuming finite second-order 
moments. 
Section 2.3 introduces a general multi-population model and associated assump­
tions and parameterizations. Model fitting and checking procedures are also defined 
in Section 2.3. The theoretical results are derived and discussed in Section 2.4. Sec­
tion 2.5 reports results from simulation studies. 
2.3 Model, Parameterization, and Procedure 
Consider I populations. Suppose that individuals are sampled from the z-th 
population, i = 1,2, • • •, J, and that measurements are taken from each sampled 
individual in the z-th population. Denote the multi-sample data set, 
{zf :  z  =  l , 2 , j  =  1 , 2 , •  •  •  ( 2 . 2 )  
where zj'^ is the x 1 measurement vector from the j-th individual in the i-th popu­
15 
lation. We consider a very general latent variable model that includes models widely 
used in single population cases and covers a large class of distributional situations in 
one form. To cover various distributional settings, it is convenient to assume that the 
observed vector can be written as a linear combination of + 2 independent 
latent vectors, i = 1,2, • • •, /, and that the latent vectors can be divided into three 
groups; a random vector assumed to be normally distributed, random vectors 
£ = 1,. • •, assumed to have unspecified or non-normal distributions, and a 
fixed vector y The dimension of is 9^'^ x 1, ^  = 0,1, • * •, + 1. The model 
can be written as 
-(«) _ u(t) 1 T:>(Of(«) I |3(')f(») I ... I ia(0 f(0 I fjO) f(') o 
for i = 1,2,•••,/, J = 1,2,• • • where the x 1 and x 
£ = 0,1, • • •, -}-1, contain unknown parameters. Note that the sample size 
the number of measured variables and the number of latent vectors generally 
differ over populations (depend on i). This generality of the model allows us to deal 
with cases where slightly different variables are measured from different populations 
with possibly different structures. The associated assumptions are summarized in a 
set as follows: 
Assumption 1 i) For a given individual j, i = 1,2, • • •, ^ = 0,1, • • •, L^*^} 
a r e  m u t u a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  w i t h  =  0  a n d  F a r { f j j ^ }  =  
a) For a given population i  =  1 ,2 ,  •  •  • ,  /  and for a given latent random vector index 
£ = 0,1,•••,//('), {fij\ j = 1,2,• • • are independently and identically 
distributed. 
Hi) {q j  are normally distributed for all i and j. 
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iv) j, I  =  1 ,2 ,  •  •  • ,  7 ;  j  =  1,2 ,  •  •  • ,  }  are fixed constants satisfying 
= (2-4) 
~ nW - 1 ~ '[(Wi'l'ira+Ij ~ 'ti'i+i) 
• (i)oo 
-L(0+1 
where is a positive definite matrix. 
= (2-5) 
'£,(0+1 
v )  F o r i  =  1 , 2 , - • •  J ,  bW = b(')(r), = bS'V) = 0,1,2, • • •, iW + 1), 
and the covariance matrix = $o^(r) of normal are functions of a 
parameter vector T of dimension dr x 1 in an open parameter space Fr- It is 
assumed that ^q\t) is positive definite for all r in Fr- For i = 1,2,•••,/, 
and ^ = 1,2, • • •, are unrestricted positive definite matrices. 
Under Assumption 1, all fjj^'s are independent. The treatment of cases witli 
dependent populations or samples will be discussed later. All normally distributed 
latent variables are included in fo*\ and their distributions may possibly be related 
through r over populations, z = 1,2, • • •, /. Other unspecified or non-normal random 
latent variables are divided into independent parts £ = 1,2, • • •, with unrestricted 
covaxiance matrices. The fixed can represent a situation where the interest 
is in the model fitting and estimation only for a given set of individuals and not for 
the populations. In addition, the fixed j can be used in an analysis conducted 
conditionally on a given set of j values. Such a conditional analysis may be ap­
propriate when the individuals j = 1,2, •• • do not form a random sample from 
the i-th population ajid/or when a component of represents some dependency 
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over I populations. For example, the I populations may actually correspond to a 
single population at I different time points. The use of such a conditional argument 
will also play an important role in our theoretical development as well. With ^ 
being latent and fixed, the limit of the unobservable sample mean is assumed 
unknown and unrestricted, and the limit of the unobservable sample covariance ma­
trix is assumed to be an unknown and unrestricted positive definite matrix. 
All b^')(r) and are expressed in terms of r allowing functional relationships 
over I populations cind known or related elements. Even though r also appears in 
$o^(t), the elements of r are usually divided into two groups; one for ^o^(r) and 
another for b^')(r) and Assumption 1 v) provides a particular identifiable 
parameterization for model (2.3). For a single population case with / = 1, vari­
ous equivalent parameterization have been used in practice. Some place restrictions 
on covariance matrices, e.g., by standardizing latent variables, and leave the coeffi­
cients unrestricted. The parameterization that leaves the covariance matrices (and 
mean vectors) of latent variables unrestricted and that places identification restric­
tions only on the coefficients and intercepts is referred to as the errors-in-variables 
parameterization. For the single population case, a parameterization with restricted 
covariance matrices generally has an equivalent errors-in-variables parameterization, 
and the two parameterizations with one-to-one correspondence lead to an equivalent 
interpretation. The single sample asymptotic robustness results have shown that the 
asymptotic standard errors for the parameters in the errors-in-variables formulation 
computed under the normality assumption are valid for non-normal data, but that the 
same does not hold under parameterization with restricted covariance matrices. For 
the multi-sample model (2.3), we will show that the errors-in-variables type parame­
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terization, given in Assumption 1, provides the asymptotic robustness. However, for 
the multi-sample case, there are other reasons for considering the parameterization 
specified in Assumption 1 u). As mentioned earlier, a multi-population study is con­
ducted because the populations are thought to be different, but certain aspects of the 
structure generating data axe believed to be common over populations. Suppose that 
the same or similar measurements are taken from different populations. For example, 
a similar set of psychological tests may be given to a number of different groups, e.g., 
two gender groups, groups with different occupations or educational backgrounds, 
groups in varying socio-economic or cultural environments, or different time points 
in the growth of a group. The subject matter or scientific interest exists in making 
inferences about some general assertion that holds commonly for various populations. 
Such interest is usually expressed as relationships among latent (and observed) vari­
ables that hold regardless of the location and variability of the variables. Then, a 
relevant analysis is to estimate and test the relationships, and to explore the range of 
populations for which the relationships hold. The parameterization in Assumption 1 
v) with unrestricted and generally structured corresponds very well with 
the scientific interest of the study, and allows the interpretation consistent with the 
practical meaning of the problem. Note that are unrestricted covariance matrices 
and do not have any relationships over i or £, ajid that b(*)(r) and can have 
known elements and elements with relationships over i and £. On the other hand, 
the covariance matrix $o'(r) of the normal latent vector {qj can have restrictions or 
equality over populations through r. This gives the generality of model (2.3) with 
only one normal latent vector, because a block diagonal ^o^t) corresponds to a 
number of independent sub-vectors in the normal In addition, the possibility of 
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restrictions on $o^(r) over populations can also be important in applications. For 
example, if the same measurement instruments are applied to different samples, then 
the veiriances of pure mecisurement errors may be assumed to be the same over the 
samples. However, the normal assumption for pure measurement errors is reasonable 
in most situations, and such errors can be included in fQj^ Assumption 1 u) does 
not rule out latent variable variances and covariances with restrictions across popu­
lations, but does require the latent variables with restricted variances to be normally 
distributed. This requirement is not very restrictive in most applications, as discussed 
above, but it is needed to obtain the asymptotic robustness results given in the next 
section. The general form of b^'^(r) and the inclusion of fixed latent vector • 
allow virtually any structure for the means of the observed Hence, the errors-
in-variables type parameterization in Assumption 1 v) can solve the identification 
problem, provides a general eind a convenient way to represent the subject-matter 
theory and concepts, and produces asymptotic robustness results presented in the 
next section. 
For the multi-sample data in (2.2), let 
= Ji) (2.6) 
be the sample mean vector and sample covariance matrix for the i-th population 
(i = 1,2, • • •, J). It is assumed that the sample covariance matrices are non-
singular with probability one. For apx p symmetric matrix A, let v(A) denote the 
p(p +1)/2 X1 vector that includes the elements of A on or below the diagonal starting 
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with the first column. Define 
c = 
eC. ^ 
41) 
(2.7) 
We consider model fitting and estimation based only on c, because such procedures 
can be carried out using the existing computer packages, because Assumption 1 
does not specify a pairticular distributional form of observations beyond the first two 
moments, and because no particular correspondence or relationship between samples 
is specified in Assumption 1. Let 9 he a, dg x 1 vector containing all unknown 
parameters in E{c} = ^{0) under model (2.3) and Assumption 1, and let 
6 = 
( \  
T  
P P = 
,(1) 
,(/) 
P ,('•) = 
f = 
,(1) 
{ ! )  
= 
v(«2„)! 
\ f(«) 
^L(0+i (2.8) 
/ 
Note that consists of the unobservable sample moments of the fixed and 
depends on The dimensions of the vectors p and tp are dp and dtp, where 
d p  =  Z 4 ,  4 - E  
«=i <=i 
= Z^Wl/o+I + ^ ]• 
t=i ^ 
It is assumed that d^ = dr + dp + d(p < dc, where dc, the dimension of c, is 
d. = -t4K rfw = pinp"'(p''' + i) 
t=l ^ 
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Under model (2.3) and Assumption 1, 
p(0 (2.9) 
>(«•) (OV 
L(0 
«(••)/ i(0-R(')V 
<=1 
L(0+l^ (2.10) 
Denote 
£{c}=7(«) = 
' 7"W ^ 
j 
<•)(«) = 
/•<"(«) '' 
Let be the parameter space for 0 under Assumption 1. Recall that the 
parameters (p^'^ in 0 depend on n^'\ In F^, the parameter spaces for and 
$^'(\)^j(n(')) are the set of all x 1 vectors and the set of all x 
symmetric positive definite matrices respectively. For the estimation of we consider 
an estimator 0 obtained by minimizing over r« 
<3(7(e), c) = i:^ <3'''. 
i=l n  
(2.11) 
where n = + h is the total sample size, and 
Q(«)(-y(O(0)^ c(')) = tr{SWs('>^(0)} - log iS('^S(')-^(0)l -
+[z('") - /i<')(0)]'S<')-^(0)[zW - n^'\0)]. 
The obtzdned estimator 0 is a slight modification of the normal maximum likelihood 
estimator (MLE). The exact normal MLE can be obtained if [(n^*^ — 1)/ti(')]S^'^ is 
used in place of Asymptotic results are equivalent for the two estimators. We 
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consider 6 because it can be computed by the existing computer packages. The form 
of corresponds to the so-called mean and covariance structure analysis. But, the 
existing covariance structure computer packages without mean structure can be used 
to carry out the minimization of QifiO), c) using a certain technique. See, e.g., the 
manuals of LISREL and EQS. In the next section, asymptotic distribution results for 
$ are derived for the broad class of situations. 
2.4 Theoretical Results 
To derive large sample results for 6 minimizing (2.11) under model (2.3) and 
Assumption 1, we consider the case where all increase to infinity at a common 
rate, and use = min{n<^^ • • •, as the index for taking a limit: 
Assumption 2 lim„„_oon^'V" = > 0-
Before introducing the notation for the true value of the parameter 0 in (2.8) 
for model (2.3), note that the ip part of 0, corresponding to the unobservable sample 
moments of the fixed j, depends on n^'K Thus, we denote the true value of 
for this particular sample by Under Assumption 1 iv), the true value has a 
limit as Tim —* oo, i.e., 
where consists of i = 1,2, - • •, / given in Assumption 1 iv). 
Let To and pg be the true values of the r and p parts of 0 in (2.8) associated with 
the true distribution generating zj'^'s under model (2.3) and Assumption 1. Also, let 
= (r'o, p'o, v'J' (2.12) 
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000 = (To, Po, (p'ooY = 
denote the true value of 6 and the limiting true value of 6, respectively. Since 
model (2.3) is very general, and since the parameters are identified only through 
7(0) = E{c}, a standard identification condition is needed to obtain large sample 
properties: 
Assumption 3 For any e > 0 there exists aS > 0 such that if || 7(0) — 7(0oo) ||< ^ 
then \\0 — 600 ||< £, where || x ||= y/x^x for a vector x. 
The first theorem gives the consistency of the estimator 6 minimizing (2.11) for model 
(2.3) in the sense that plim,j^_^^ = ^oo-
Theorem 1 Assume that model (2.3) holds. If Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold, then 
as rim 00 
0-^000. 
Proof; Under model (2.3), and defined in (2.6), satisfy 
#1 = bl'">(r„) + BS"(r„)ff, (2.14) 
t=o 
SW = "e' BS"(r„)«?l(nl'l)B«'(To) + 'e' B;"(r„)«S|i("'")B!;''(To), (2.15) 
^=0 i,m=0 
t^m 
where 
f!" = iSf® < = 0,l.---,i"' + l, (2.16) 
" j=l 
< = 0,l,--.i« + l. (2.17) 
i=i 
- f ' K f S =  o , -  - , i «  + 1 . ( 2 . 1 8 )  
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Thus, by Assumption 1 and the law of large numbers, 
plim„(0^ooZ<'> = pliinn(0-.ccS« = SW(0oo), (2.19) 
where and are defined in (2.9) and (2.10). Hence, c, defined in (2.8), 
satisfies plim„^_ooC = 7(^00), which implies plim„„_ooQ(7(^oo), c) = 0 for Q de­
fined in (2.7). Since QifiO), c) > 0 for ail 8, and since 9 minimizes Q, we have 
plim„^_ooQ(7(0), c) = 0. This and Assumption 2 imply 
d") = plim^^.[CS"(7<'>(«), c») +13?'(7'"(«), d'l)] = 0, 
where 
gW(7(O(0), c(')) = tr{S('^SW-^(e)} - log |S«EW-^(^)1 -
and 
Q|*^(7(')(e), c(')) = [z(') - /i('){0)]'E(')-^(e)[z« -
Since gi'H7<'H^). 0 implies £(•)(») A S(')(d oo) (see, e.g., Anderson (1987)), 
and since Qj ^ (7^'H®)5 0 imphes that A /i(')(0oo), the result follows 
from Assumption 3. • 
Hence, under very weak distributional specifications in Assumption 1, the es­
timator 0 is consistent for the limiting true value 9oo- In fact, it is clear from the 
proof that the consistency of 9 holds for any general mean and covariance structure 
model 7(tf) = J?{c} satisfying (2.19). To characterize the limiting behavior of 9 
in more detail, especially for the assessment of the so-called asymptotic robustness 
properties, it will be convenient to consider an expansion of 0, not around the true 
value 9n or the limiting true value 9oo, defined in (2.12) and (2.13), but around some 
other quantity that depends on the unobservable sample moments of the latent 
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variables £ = 1,2, • • •, + 1. For this purpose, let 
K = {r'o, VL)', (2-20) 
where tq and are as in 
P„ = (pL"', • • •, p!."')'. pH' = (v'ISf (n'")), • • •, 
and £ = 1,2, • • •, are defined in (2.17). Thus, in Ou, the true value pQ in 
On consisting of the true covariance matrices of the rcindom latent variables , 
I = 1,2, • • •, is replaced by consisting of the unobservable sample moments 
$^'^(7i^'^)'s. While statistical inference is to be made for du in (2.12), 9u with an 
A 
artificial quantity plays a useful role in assessing the property of r in 0, as well 
as in characterizing the limiting distribution of the whole 6 without specifying any 
moments for higher than the second order. To obtain an expansion of 6 around 
dn, we need some smoothness conditions for b('^(r), B|*^(r), and $o^(t), and the 
full column rank of Foo = F(doo)? where 
F(0) = [F(^)'(fl),-.-,F(^)W, FW(«) = (2.21) 
Since the linear independency of the columns of F associated with the p and <p parts 
of 9 is trivial, we need to assume only that the r part of the model is specified 
without any redundancy: 
Assumption 4 For all i = 1,2,•••,/, bW(r), B^''(r), and $o^(r) are twice con­
tinuously differentiable in Fr- The first dr columns of Foo (2.21) are linearly 
independent. 
We use the notation Dp to denote the x p{p  + l)/2 matrix with O's and I's 
satisfying vec(A) = Dpv(A) for any p x p symmetric matrix A, where vecA is the 
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X 1 vector listing the p columns of A in one vector starting with the first column. 
For more details, see, e.g., Fuller (1987) and Magnus and Neuedecker (1988). Also, 
let DJ denote the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of Dp, i.e., D+ = (d;Dp)-»d;. 
Note that if W ~ Wp(S, d) (Wishart distribution), then as —> oo, 
\/dv(r'W-S) -^N(0,r), 
1, 
r = 2D+(S 0 S)D+', r-^ = rD;(s-i ® s->)Dp. 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
See, e.g., Fuller (1987, p. 386). The next theorem gives an expansion of 6 around 
0n. 
Theorem 2 Assume that model (2.3) holds. Let Assumptions 1-4 hold. Then, 
« - ». = (FL.n;„'P=.)-'F'„ni'lc - -*(».)] + (2-24) 
where 6u, Foo = F(0oo), Dp(i) are defined in (2.20), (2.21), and (2.23), respec­
tively, 
n-^(0) = l>lockdiaff{r(^)n(^^-^(0), •. 
12^-^(0) = 
(2.25) 
S(')-i(0) 0 
0 r(')-i(0) j 
Proof: By (2.9), (2.10), (2.14), (2.15), and (2.20) c —y(^n) consists of 
e=o 
v{Sli) - S«(«„)} = D+,lB<"(r„) ® B«(r„)]D ,ov[sl"(n<") - Si'Vo)! lb 
L<0+i 
+2 E Dl.,lB£'('-o)®BS"(r„)lvec[«S2(''<")l (2.26) 
i,m=:0 
l<m. 
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where and defined in (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18). By As­
sumption 1 i-i i i) ,  foj's are normally distributed and #o^(n(*^)—$o^(to) = Op{n'^^'^). 
By the independence and the existence of the second moments of £ = 1,2, • • •, , 
in Assumption 1 i), and by the limiting condition for f^'o+i j Assumption 1 ir), 
we have $^|^(n('^) = Op{n^^'^), £ ^ m. Thus, 
c - fih) = Op{n-JI\ (2.27) 
Note that (2.26) does not contain $^'^(71^'^), ^ > 0. This is due to the use of Bn 
instead of 6^ in the expansion. We can write 
dQ{i{e), c) 
de 
dQ{i{9),  c) 
d^e  d9 
+ 
d-'QiliO), c) 
9=e 
,{0-K). (2.28) 
dddO' 
where B' is on the line segment between B and 6n- Since 6 Boo (Theorem 1) 
and Bn ^00 (Assumption 1), it follows that B' Boo- By Assumption 1 and the 
definition of F^, Boo is an interior point of F^. Thus, with probability approaching 
one, B is well defined and the left-hand side of (2.28) is 0. For the j-th element Qj of 
O0j  u j  
-2^^^^S<'>i(a)[zM - /*(')(«)] 
It follows that 
ao(-y(9), c) nw 
as—»=«. = —as—^ 
XV 
) 
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x[z(')_^(O(0jj)]} + Op(n„^) 
-2F:„n-Mc-7(0n)] + op(n;;^/^). (2.29) 
Similarly, we have 
a2g(0(-y(.)(e), cW) 
dOjdOk e=e 
. = tr{S('>^(eoo) aS<')(goo) 
d0k 
d9 j  dOk 
and 
Plimn„ 
d'^QW), c) 
d6de' e=e' = 2F'^n;,'F^. (2.30) 
Thus, the result follows from (2.28), (2.29), and (2.30). • 
Theorem 2 expresses the leading term o{6 — 6u in terms of c — 7(^n)- Note that 
the use of 0n in Theorem 2 produced an expansion of 6 around 0n with the existence 
of only second moments of £ = 1, • • •, L^'K It can be shown from the proof that 
the expansion in Theorem 2 holds for the general model f(6) = -E{c} and for any On 
with 0a Ooo provided (2.27) holds. But, the special choice of 0n in (2.20) for model 
(2.3) makes the result of Theorem 2 practically meaningful. Note that for 0n in (2.20) 
the T-part of 0 — is r — tq and the ^-part of 0 — is ^ Thus, Theorem 
2 in fact produces the expansion relevant for assessing the limiting distribution of 
\/n[{T', ijs'y — (tq, V'n)']' which in turn shows the wide applicability of the large 
sample estimated covariance matrix of f derived under the normal-independence 
model. Here, the normal-independence model refers to the model assumed in the 
multi-sample option of the existing computer packages where observations, i.e., all 
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underlying latent variables, are assumed to be normeJly distributed and the samples 
are eissumed to be independent. The function Q in (2.11) corresponds to the likelihood 
for the normal-independence model. If model (2.3) is the true model, the normal-
independence model is an incorrect model used only for computation. Since the 
existing computer packages compute the large sample standard error or estimated 
covariance matrix of the estimates, it is useful to consider their applicability and 
required adjustments for model (2.3). If all fjj\ £ = 0,1, - -j-1, in model (2.3) 
were incorrectly assumed normal, then we would be estimating 
00 = (r'o, p'o, (2.31) 
where (pg would consist of the true means and covariance matrices of the incorrectly 
assumed normal Under the normal-independence model, the limiting dis­
tribution of the parameter vector 6 would be 
V^ (0  -  0o)  N(0, Y N {6 O ) ) ,  as n™ ^ oo, (2.32) 
where 
VN {9 )  =  [F ' {e )n - \ e )F{e ) ] - \  (2.33) 
The matrices F(0) and are defined in (2.21) and (2.25), respectively. This 
follows from the standard normal likelihood theory, or from (2.22) and (2.24) for 
model (2.3) with no fixed or unspecified random latent variables, i.e., with no 
^ > 0. Thus, the computer packages based on the normal-independence model would 
compute n~^Ytf{6) as the estimated large sample covariance matrix of 6. Under 
the normal-independence model, V7v(0o)- Under our model (2.3) with 
Assumption 1, we do not expect that can be correctly used for inferences. 
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such as asymptotic confidence intervals and testing, concerning eJl the elements of 
0n in (2.12). However, the next theorem shows, based on the expansion in Theorem 
2, that n~^V/v(0) can still be used correctly to make inferences for r and requires 
only a small adjustment for inferences for For this, we write V]v(0) defined in 
(2.33) as 
V7vrr(v) ^Nrp i ^ )  V^•r^(S) 
Vjv(d) = Vupr i ^ )  ^Npp{6 )  ^Np t f i i ^ )  
where Vjvrr(^) is dr  x dr ,  ^ Npp i ^ )  is dp  x dp ,  and 'VN(p(p{0) is dtp x dip. 
Theorem 3 Let model (2.3) and Assumptions 1-4 hold. Then as Um —> oo, 
(2.34) 
yjn 
" f ) / \ " 
T  To 
< > 
N(0,V*(doo)), 
where 
Y ' { e )  = YNTr iO)  Vjvry)(^) 
Vjv^r(^) yNtp ip i ^ )  — U(0) 
U(9) = , iu<')(v)), Ai) 
l 
U(')(v5) = *r.(» L(0+i 
'l(0+I 'tCO+i / 
and is defined in Assumption 1-iv). In addition, 
v'(d)  v'(0o,) .  
Proof: Note that the quantities in (2.26) are functions of the unobservable sample 
averages, the sample covariance matrices of normal fgj^, and the sample cross-products 
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of independent and l^m. Under Assumption 1, these quantities multiplied 
by -y/n converge jointly to a normal distribution with zero mean. Note that c — j(^n) 
consists of the qucintities in (2.26). By Theorem 2, the leading term in 0 — fin is 
c — yl^n) multiplied by a coefficient matrix evaluated at 0oo- It is clear that under 
the normal-independence model the leading term of ^ has the same form with 
the coefficient matrix evaluated at Oq. Hence, the limiting distribution of — 
under Assumption 1 is the same as that under the normal-independence model with 
So replaced by ^oo- This gives the limiting distribution for \/n(r — Tq), since the 
r-part of ^ — 0n is T — Tq- Also, the ^-part of ^ — 0n is ^ — ¥>n s^nd the (p-part 
of d-Oo in (2.32) is ^ — (po, where <po consists of the true means and covariance 
matrices of j believed to be normally distributed. Write 
/ \ 
= \ /n  
I . \ 
r- To 
<fi-<Po 
= y/n 
/ . \ 
r- To 
\ V - < P n l  
+ Vn 
0 
- 950 j 
— Ot2n + OL3n-
The above discussion showed that a2n 
L  Ot2n 
^ N(0, V*(doo)) under model (2.3) and 
N(0, V*(^o)) under the normal-independence model. By (2.32), under the 
normal-independence model, am —• N(0, Vi(0o)), where 
Vi iO)  =  I YJVTT( O )  V j v r ^ ( ^ )  
y Y N (p r ( ^ )  Y N <p<p(^ )  ^  
Since consists of f^(o+i under the normal-independence model, 
ci3n —* N(0, V3(tfo)), where 
Vs i f f )  = 0 0 
[ 0  V { e )  
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Since the leading term of ajn is a function of the quantities in (2.26), a2n and aan 
a x e  u n c o r r e l a t e d  i n  t h e  j o i n t  l i m i t i n g  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  H e n c e ,  a s  f u n c t i o n s  o f  6 ,  
Vi(<?) = V'(0) + V3(tf), 
for any 9. Thus, V*(0oo) = Vi(doo) - V3(doo), and the limiting distribution result 
under model (2.3) follows. The consistency of the estimated covariance matrix follows 
from the convergence in probability of 0 to 6oo-
Theorem 3 shows the usefulness of T obtained by minimizing (2.11) or com­
puted by the existing computer packages for the general latent variable model (2.3) 
with the errors-in-variables parameterization specified in Assumption 1. Theorem 3 
states that if we blindly assume normality for the observations, and if the normality-
based procedure was used to obtain f and its estimated large sample covariance 
matrix, then the resulting statistical inferences for r are valid for model (2.3) with 
Assumption 1. Note that the distribution of the observations in model (2.3) with 
Assumption 1 belongs to a broad class of non-normal and unspecified distributions. 
As noted in Section 2.3, in the parameterization of Assumption 1, the parameter 
r contains information concerning the means and the relationships among variables 
that may be common over populations or may be contrasting populations, and the 
variance-covariance parameters restricted over populations such as measurement er­
ror variances. Hence, the inferences for r cover many of the questions relevant for 
multi-population analysis. Thus, Theorem 3 showed the validity and usefulness of 
the multi-sample analysis using the normality-based packages, provided that the pa­
rameterization and modeling of (2.3) and Assumption 1 are used. 
Another aspect of the statistical analysis under model (2.3) that may be of prac­
tical interest is to make inferences concerning the fixed latent vectors j­
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in (2.9), the mean for the i-th population is a function of r and the unobserved 
averages As mentioned in Section 2, the fixed latent vectors may represent 
aspects of the populations not explained by random sampling or independence among 
populations, and may play an important role in characterizing the relationships and 
differences among sampled individuals from I groups. Thus, inferences for con­
sisting of f^(o+i functions of and r may be of interest. 
Theorem 3 showed that the asymptotic covariajice matrix estimate for ip from the 
normality-based packages is not correct for the general model (2.3), but that an 
asymptotically correct covariance matrix estimate can be obtained by simply sub­
tracting n"^U(0). Given the computation of U(0) is immediate. Hence, with a 
trivial adjustment, the asymptotically correct inferences for quantities involving (p for 
model (2.3) can be carried out using 6 and its estimated covariance matrix obtained 
by the normality-based packages. This is true for any distributions of random latent 
vectors ^ = 1,2, • • •, including discrete distributions and those without any 
moments higher than two. 
To obtain the limiting distribution of p — Po with pg containing the true co-
variance matrices of the random latent vectors ,L^'\ with unspec­
ified distributions, we need to assume the existence of the fourth moments of 
I = 1,2, •• • in model (2.3). Since the form of the third and fourth moments 
depend on the distribution, the asymptotic covariance matrix of p obtained under the 
normal-independence model is not generally appropriate for use in making inference 
for Po under model (2.3) with non-normal random latent vectors. 
The following theorem gives the limiting distribution for the whole 0assum­
ing finite fourth moments for the non-normal latent variables, £ = 1,2, • • •, 
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Theorem 4 Let model (2.3) and Assumptions 1-4 hold. In addition, assume that 
the non-normal random latent variables i = 1,2,• • •,X'"'; i = 1,2,•••,/, have 
finite fourth moments. Then, as Um oo, 
-  0 n ) N { 0 ,  V G), 
where 
Vg = V;V(<?oo) + 
\ 
0 Gi 0 
Gj ^ + G2 -}- G2 G3 
^ 0 G3 -U(doo) ) 
VAf (0 )  i s  de f i ned  i n  (2 .34 ) ,  U (d )  i s  de f i ned  i n  Theorem 3 ,  
A = blockdiag{-^A^^\ • • •, ^  
= blockdiag{A^\ • • •, Aji,), i = 1,2, 
A« = Far{v(f^^fi;)')} - 2D+,(#f)° ® ^ = 1,2, • • •, 
<it Hi 
G = Go 
\ G s  ^  
=  (FXF) -JFXA,  
the dimensions ofG\, G2, and G3 are dr x dp, dp x dp ,  and  d (p  x dp ,  re spec t i ve l y ,  
A = , JjjAl')), A® = lAl",.. •, A»,), 
rU)  
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and 
Ay 
Proof; Note that 
(••) _ (BfVo)rS'"^ 
0 
, r<'> = 
•i/n{9 — 6ix) = y/n{b — da) + \/^(^n ~ 
djx ~ — (0? Pn ~ Pof ®) » (2.35) 
Pn~  Po  — 
/.i/'-pJ" 
v|SS"(n'") -
Pb' - />o' = 
v|«« (n«) - igSl 
and that the expcinsion of y/n{0 — 0^) is given in Theorem 2. The leading term in 
y/n{d—6n) is a linear function of the quantities in (2.26). Thus, with the finite fourth 
moments of fjj\ £ = 1,2, • • •, the limiting normality of ^yn{6 — 6n) follows from 
the  cen t r a l  l im i t i ng  t heo rem.  A l so ,  t he  l im i t i ng  cova r i ance  ma t r i x  V g  of  y /n{6  — 6n )  
can be partitioned as 
VG = vg') + vg') + vg') + vg'), 
where the superscripts 1 and 2 correspond to y/n{6 — fin) and \/n{6n — ^n)) re­
spectively. If all fjj), i = 1,2, • • •, L^'), were normally distributed, then the limiting 
A — 
covariance matrix of y/n{6 — 6^) would be 
v^ = VNiBoo)  -
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 U(0«>) 
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Since •\/n{6 — 6n) and \/n(dn —®n) are independent under the assumption of normal 
fff, £ = 1,2, • • •, + 1, we have 
V;v = VjJ'^ + Vj^"^ 
By Theorem 2 and (2.26), the limiting distribution of •s/n{6 — 6a) is common for any 
distribution of £ = 1,2, - • • ,L^'\ under Assumption 1, and thus, 
Hence 
Vg = V;v + VG - V;v = VA, + vg'^ - vj^"^ + vg'^ + vg'^'. 
By considering the limiting distributions of under Assumption 1 and the 
normal f]j\ £ = 1,2, • • •, L^'\ 
( \ 
0 0 0 
v(22) _ y (22) ^ 
\ 
0 A 0 
0 0 0 
/ 
By (2.24), (2.26), (2.35), and by noting that the limiting covariance between 
cO) —)'^'^(0n) and v[$^'^(n^'))] is ^ = 1,2, • • •, we obtain 
( \ 
0 Gi 0 
vg''= (r„Jl-"F„rF;„£l-Ho A 0) = (0 G 0) = 
v 
0 G2 0 
0 G3 0 ^ 
Note that the third moment matrix of in A^'\ £ = 1,2, • • •, i  — 1,2, • • •, /, 
comes from the correlation of fj'^ and '^)], and that the 0 matrix in A|*^ comes 
from the fact that v[S^') — S^'^(0n)] and v[$^*'(n('))] are uncorrelated in the limit. 
• 
The form of Vg in Theorem 4 shows the difference between Vg and V^. The 
matrix A consists of the fourth-order cumulants of A( \ and the matrices Gi, 
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G2, and G3 contain the third-order cumulants of for I = 1,2, • • •, 
I  =  1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  / .  
Up to this point, / populations (or samples from them) were assumed indepen­
dent. In practice, I samples or populations may be correlated or dependent. For 
example, the 1 samples may be 1 repeated measures of a single population which is 
believed to evolve over time. Another possibility is a situation where J populations 
lire spatially correlated. It turns out that the inclusion of the fixed latent vector 
model (2.3) provides a treatment of Ccises with dependent populations or 
longitudinal studies. If the primary interest in such studies using model (2.3) is in 
T, the parameter for relationships and population-specific normal latent vector, then 
the correct inferences can be obtained by conditioning on the values of the latent 
vectors correlated over populations and by treating them fixed. For random f|(o+i j 
with possible dependency over populations, we assume 
Assumption 1 zv-a) • J = is a set of 
jointly distributed random vectors with any dependency, is independent of : i = 
1,2,---,/; j — 1,2,• • • £ = 0,1,• • • and satisfies (2.4) and (2.5) with 
probability one. 
Theorem 5 Let model (2.3) and Assumptions 1 i), ii), Hi), iv-a), 1 v), 2, 3, and 4 
hold. Then, as > 00, 
Mr - To) N(0, V^rr(0oo)), 
where Vjvrr(^oo) is defined in (2.34). addition, 
Yn t t (0 )  yNTT {^oo)-
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Proof: Consider conditioning on those values of satisfying (2.4) and (2.5). 
Then, under Assumption 1 iu-a), the set of such values has probability one, and 
the conditioning does not affect the distribution of other latent vectors. Then, the 
results of Theorems 2 and 3 hold conditionally for almost all j- But, the limiting 
covariance matrix VArrr(^oo) of ^(r — Tq) in Theorem 3 depends on ^ only 
through the limiting quantities <tnd (2.5). Hence, by 
taking the expectation of the conditional distribution function of y/n(T — To), and 
by taking the limit under the expectation (Dominated Convergence Theorem), it 
follows that the unconditional distribution function converges to the same limit. The 
convergence of the estimated covariance matrix follows from the conditional version 
of Theorem 1. • 
Note that Assumption 1 tv-a) is very unrestrictive. Thus, almost any dependency 
over populations or over individuals within a population expressed in terms of ergodic 
or stationary latent vectors is allowed. Note also that f^(o+i j'® <1° 
identically distributed within populations. Hence, the asymptotic standard errors 
of r computed under the assumptions of normal data and independent populations 
are valid also for non-normal data from dependent populations. This provides very 
simple and correct inferences for r, the parameter of interest in model checking 
and inferences, even when the true underlying structure of a problem is extremely 
complex. 
In Theorem 5, the limiting distribution of f was addressed. For the case with 
possibly dependent populations expressed in terms of dependent infer­
ences for the means of j may be of interest. For the means to make sense, and 
to discuss the limiting distribution of the mean estimators we need a stronger 
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assumption than Assumption 1 iv-a): 
Assumption 1 iv-b) random vectors independent of : i = 
1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  / ;  i  =  1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  n W ;  £  =  0 , 1 ,  •  •  • ,  and for each given i {fiJo+j^ : j = 
1,2, • • •, n^*'} is a set of independently and identically distributed random vectors with 
mean and covariance matrix • 
In this assumption, independent within a population but can still have 
general unspecified dependency over populations. Clearly, Assumption 1 i v -h )  im­
plies Assumption tu-a), and the result for r in Theorem 5 holds under Assumption 
iv-h). In addition, Assumption lu-b) provides a result for the mean estimator 
Theorem 6 Let model (2.3) and Assumptions 1 i), ii), Hi), iv-h), v), 2, 3, and 4 
hold. Then, as —» 00, 
V (tfo)), < = 1,2,•••,/, 
where V^_(o _(o (flo) is the part of'Vff{6o) in (2.32) corresponding to ^£(1). 
and 9o is as defined in (2.31) with and covariance matrix of Assump­
tion 1 iv-b). In addition, 
^^t(')+l^L(.)+l ^^X(0+1 ^ 1,(0+1 
Proof; Following the steps of the proof of Theorem 3 with ^oo replaced by $q , and 
making appropriate adjustments for random satisfying Assumption 1 zu-b), 
we obtain 
^,0 i= 1,2,•••,/. 
^ l(0+I ^  ^ ' 
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Under Assumption 1 zr-b), 
The first result follows from the fact that, by the form of (2.26), — ft'co+i) 
and — ^^'(0^.,) are independent in the joint limiting distribution. • 
According to Theorem 6, if the random latent vectors ^ with general de­
pendency over i form a random sample for each i, then the inferences for the mean of 
j made correctly using the corresponding parts of the limiting 
covariance matrix V^'(0o) for the normal-independence model. Theorems 5 and 6 
state the results for r and separately. It can be shown that under Assumption 
1 lu-b) the joint limiting distribution of f and for each i  is the same as that 
under the normal-independence model, although the limiting covariance between r 
and is not of practical interest. 
2.5 Simulation Study 
In this section, the results from a simulation study are presented for a moderately 
complicated latent variable model. For similar studies using much simpler models, 
see Satorra (1993b) and Papadopoulos and Amemiya (1994). We consider a two-
population recursive system of simultaneous equations with errors in the explanatory 
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14'+ ci;' 
dj' 
«]•'+ if 
y \ y=  01+ c i f  
92?'= "2+ Ai!/!i'+ T2ff'+ d? 
xf I = ff + if 
This model is also a special case of the LISREL model with = Tf^*\ and can be 
written in the form of model (2.3) as indicated in Section 2.2. Note that the number of 
observed variables is different for the two populations. Four measurements i/{j\ 
and are taken from the first population = 4) and three measurements 
froni the second = 3). The parameters ai, 02, ^21, 7i? and 72 do 
not depend on i. That is, ai, 02, ^211 7i? and 72 are common for the two populations. 
The sample sizes are 550 and 500 for the first and the second populations, respectively 
= 550, = 500). Such a set of two samples was generated 1,000 times. 
Two cases are considered. The unobservable variables i = 1,2, were treated 
as fixed in Case 1 and as non-normal in Case 2. In both cases, and are 
related (correlated over populations), and were generated by adjusted chi-square 
random variables with one degree of freedom. In Case 1, one sample of (^j^\ 
was generated with sample means, variances, and covariance 
1 550 
= 550 
variables 
V i j  - «! + 
„(!)_ 
Vii - Q!2+ 
X — 
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1 
^ = 1-814, ^cwc(^) = 1-699, 
1 500 
and this one set of (^j^\ was used in all 1,000 Monte Carlo seimples. In Case 
2, 1,000 independent samples were generated for j = 1,2,•••,550; j = 
1,2, • • •, 500}. The true means, variances, and covariance of and are = 5, 
/^°(2) = 10) = 2, = 2, and (r°w^(2) = 1-4. 
In both cases, 1,000 samples were generated for independent ^2]^ Csj^ 
Cii\ dj^ j = 1)2, • • • The errors and are normally distributed 
with known mean 0 and common unknown variance a-gg. The variables C2j^ 
C3j\ Cij^ independent adjusted chi-square random variables with one 
degree of freedom with known means 0 and unknown variances Var{Clj } = <T^(0|,(i)-
In accordance with the notation of this paper, 
e = iT',p\<p'y, 
r = (ai, aj, /?2i, ^32, 71) 72) (^ss)\ 
P = 
in both cases, and 
»> = (1"'. 
in Case 1 and 
V = (/^i(i)) <^{(i){(i)) cr^(2)^(2))' 
in Case 2. The true values of r and p are given in Table 2.1. Note that in Case 1 
the 2 = 1,2 are treated as fixed satisfying Assumption 1 iv) while in Case 2 the 
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1 = 1,2 are treated as rajidom satisfying Assumption 1 iv-b). Thus, Theorems 3 
and 4 apply for Ccise 1, and Theorems 5 and 6 for Case 2. 
Figure 2.1 presents histograms and non-parametric density estimates for some 
of the observed variables for one of 1,000 generated samples for Case 2. The plots 
indicates that the distributions of the observations are skewed with heavy tails and 
deviate considerably from normality. Such observations appear often in practice. 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 summarize the results of the simulation studies for Cases 1 
and 2, respectively. In both tables, the Monte Carlo means (MC-mean) and stan­
dard deviations (MC-s.e.) of the parameter estimates are given, and two types of 
asymptotic standard error formulas are presented. The cisymptotic standard errors 
are evaluated at the limiting true values in Case 1 and at the true values in Case 2. 
The general model standard errors (G-a.s.e.) are computed based on an appropriate 
matrix formula that is asymptotically correct for all the parameters. For Case 1 in 
T a b l e  2 . 1  w i t h  f i x e d  G - a . s . e .  w a s  c o m p u t e d  b a s e d  o n  n ~ ^ V G ( ^ o o ) ?  w h e r e  V g ( 0 )  
is defined in Theorem 4, = 550, = 500, and 0oo = (toj Po? 5, 2, 10, 2)'. 
For Case 2 in Table 2.2 with random the matrix n"^VG(0o) was used to compute 
asymptotically correct standard errors for the estimates of r and p. The G-a.s.e.'s 
for tp in Case 2 were computed by adding the fourth-order cumulants of and 
divided by to the asymptotic variances of a^(i)^(i) and 0^^(2)^(2) in n~^YN{6o) of 
(2.32). For both cases, the knowledge of the third and fourth order moments of the 
unobservable non-normal variables was used in computing G-a.s.e.'s. Thus, G-a.s.e.'s 
are the correct asymptotic standard errors for this experiment, but can not be ob­
tained in practice without information on the distributional form of latent variables. 
The last column of each table gives the asymptotic standard errors (N-a.s.e.) under 
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the normal-independence model computed based on n ^V;v(®oo) for Case 1 and on 
n-'VNiOo) for Case 2. The theoreticjJ results in the previous section showed that 
the G-a.s.e. cuid N-a.s.e. are common for some parameters. For Ccise 1 in Table 2.1, 
Theorem 3 showed that the G-a.s.e. and N-a.s.e. are the same for r-parameters, and 
that the N-a.s.e. is larger than the G-a.s.e. for ^-parameters by the amount corre­
sponding to the U(0oo) term. For Case 2 in Table 2.2 with correlated and 
Theorems 5 and 6 proved that the N-a.s.e. is equtJ to the G-a.s.e. for r-parameters 
and i = 1,2. In both tables, the bold-faced entries in the N-a.s.e. column cor­
respond to those without theoretical equiveilence to the G-a.s.e.. Note in Tables 2.1 
and 2.2 that the G-a.s.e. is an excellent approximation to the simulated MC-s.e., and 
thus the normal-independence model N-a.s.e. is practically useful when the theoreti­
cal asymptotic correctness holds. The tables also show that the normal-independence 
model maximum likelihood estimators applied to non-normal and dependent models 
have very small bias for all parameters. 
For more detailed assessment of the bias of the normal-independence estimator 
in terms of sample sizes, various values of and were used for Case 1 with the 
above parameterization. For three cases = (110,100), (200,150), (300,50), 
Table 2.3 reports the percentage relative bias for a number of parameters in r. The 
percentage relative bias is 
100(MC mean — true value)/true value. 
The last row of Table 2.3 gives the average of the absolute values of the percent­
age relative biases for the eight parameters in r. Overall, the bias of the normal-
independence maximum likelihood estimator is small, and is negligible even with 
as low as 150-200. Note that the bias is very small even when one of the sample sizes 
is as smaJl as 50. For larger and the percentage relative bias becomes even 
smellier. 
To see how well the asymptotic standard errors approximate the true standard 
deviations, the model for Case 1 was repeated for different combinations of and 
Table 2.4 gives a summary of the results in terms of the percentage relative 
difference, i.e., 
100(asymptotic s.e. — MC s.e.)/MC s.e.. 
The last row of the table presents the average of the absolute percentage relative 
differences for the eight parameters in r. For the r-parameters, the asymptotic s.e. 
can be computed using the normal-independence case formula (N-a.s.e.). The relative 
difference in standard errors is less than 10% for and as small as 150-200, and 
becomes very small when and are larger than 250. The last column of Table 
2.4 corresponding to a case with very uneven cind shows that the asymptotic 
approximation is reasonable even when one of the sample sizes is relatively small. 
Tables similar to Tables 2.3 and 2.4 were also obtained for Case 2 with random 
The overall results for Case 2 were nearly identical to those for Case 1. 
In summary, model (2.3) with the errors-in-variables parameterization can for­
mulate the multi-population analysis in a meaningful fashion. The corresponding 
statistical analysis under the pseudo normal-independence model gives a simple and 
correct way to conduct statistical inferences about the parameter vector r without 
specifying a distributional form or dependency structure over populations. In prac­
tice, r often contains all the parameters of direct interest. The asymptotic covariance 
matrix and standard errors can be readily computed using the existing packages, and 
provide a good approximation in moderately sized samples. 
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Table 2.1: Simulation Result for Case 1. Fixed i = 1,2, = 550, = 500, 
and 1000 replications. Two types of asymptotic standard errors, G-a.s.e. 
under the general model and N-a.s.e. under the normal-independence 
model, axe to be compared to the Monte Carlo standard deviations 
(MC-s.e.). The boldface numbers indicate the lack of theoretical cor­
rectness of the standard errors. 
e true value MC-mean MC-s.e. G-a.s.e. N-a.s.e. 
ai 1.000 1.0022 0.086 0.084 0.084 
0-2 2.000 1.9921 0.142 0.142 0.142 
-1.000 -0.9966 0.140 0.135 0.135 
T  1^21 -1.000 -0.9951 0.082 0.085 0.085 
1.000 0.9997 0.012 0.012 0.012 
7i -1.000 -1.0004 0.011 0.011 0.011 
72 1.000 1.0053 0.087 0.090 0.090 
(Tss 0.300 0.2994 0.039 0.041 0.041 
0.500 0.4986 0.086 0.088 0.055 
0.600 0.6001 0.110 0.113 0.060 
P 0.700 0.6991 0.111 0.113 0.042 
0.500 0.4982 0.101 0.102 0.057 
0.600 0.5982 0.106 0.107 0.062 
^(1) 4.995 4.9950 0.024 0.023 0.065 
<P 1.814 
9.913 
1.8423 
9.9123 
0.050 
0.025 
0.051 
0.024 
0.131 
0.068 
5£(2)£(2) 1.699 1.6980 0.050 0.053 0.137 
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Table 2.2: Simulation Result for Case 2. Correlated i = 1,2, = 550, 
n(2) _ gQQ^ and 1000 replications. Two types of asymptotic standard 
errors, G-a.s.e. under the general model and N-a.s.e. under the nor­
mal-independence model, are to be compared to the Monte Carlo stan­
dard deviations (MC-s.e.). The boldface numbers indicate the lack of 
theoretical correctness of the standard errors. 
e true value MC-mean MC-s.e. G-a.s.e. N-a.s.e. 
ai 
02 
^21 
71 
72 
crss 
1.000 
2.000 
-1.000 
-1.000 
1.000 
-1.000 
1.000 
0.300 
1.0011 
1.9957 
-1.0001 
-0.9981 
1.0000 
-1.0002 
1.0024 
0.2979 
0.086 
0.143 
0.137 
0.084 
0.012 
0.011 
0.089 
0.040 
0.084 
0.142 
0.135 
0.085 
0.012 
0.011 
0.090 
0.041 
0.084 
0.142 
0.135 
0.085 
0.012 
0.011 
0.090 
0.041 
^2 ^2 
^3 ^3 
0.500 
0.600 
0.700 
0.500 
0.600 
0.5007 
0.5995 
0.7003 
0.5018 
0.6016 
0.084 
0.110 
0.115 
0.102 
0.104 
0.088 
0.113 
0.113 
0.102 
0.107 
0.055 
0.060 
0.042 
0.057 
0.062 
<P <7^(1)4(1) 
<7g(2)f(2) 
5.000 
2.000 
10.000 
2.000 
4.9965 
1.9862 
9.9967 
1.9933 
0.064 
0.313 
0.069 
0.259 
0.065 
0.326 
0.068 
0.342 
0.065 
0.131 
0.068 
0.137 
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Table 2.3: Percentage relative bias. lOOxbias/true value. The last row gives the 
average of the absolute percentage relative biases for the eight parameters 
in T. 
110 200 300 
100 150 50 
ai 0.71 0.10 0.81 
-0.07 -0.49 -0.63 
/?21 -4.62 -2.24 -2.88 
-0.04 -0.06 -0.03 
72 4.97 2.32 3.09 
Average 
for r 1.93 0.87 1.28 
Table 2.4: Percentage relative difference between Monte Carlo and asymptotic stein-
dard errors. 100x(a.s.e.—MC s.e.)/MC s.e.. The last row gives the av­
erage of the absolute percentage relative differences for the eight param­
eters in r. 
n(2) 
110 
100 
200 
150 
300 
250 
550 
500 
300 
50 
"3 
/?21 
pS 
72 
-5.0 
-0.2 
-24.0 
3.8 
-24.0 
7.2 
-8.0 
-7.8 
-9.2 
-7.1 
3.4 
-1.2 
2.0 
-2.7 
2.7 
-3.0 
-3.6 
3.7 
-3.8 
3.2 
-0.9 
-0.6 
-12.5 
-1.6 
-13.2 
Average 
for r 10.8 7.2 3.2 3.0 6.0 
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Figure 2.1: Histograms and Non-parametric Density Estimates for the Observed 
Variables y^\ 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC ROBUSTNESS FOR THE STRUCTURAL 
EQUATION ANALYSIS OF SEVERAL POPULATIONS 
A paper published in the 1994 ASA Proceedings 
of the Business and Economics Statistics Section ^ 
Savas Papadopoulos and Yasuo Amemiya 
3.1 Abstract 
Structural equation analysis is considered when observations are taken from sev­
eral populations. For a single population case, it is known that some of the asymptotic 
standard errors obtained under the assumption of normality are valid for non-normal 
and fixed latent variables. This asymptotic result is extended to the multi-population 
case. The assumption of independent samples or populations is relaxed, and a gen­
eral approach to the multiple correlated samples is introduced. A simulation study 
is conducted to assess the usefulness of the asymptotic results in finite samples. 
^ K e y  w o r d s :  Correct Standard errors, fixed and non-normal latent variables, mean 
and covciriance structure, maximum normal likelihood. 
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3.2 Introduction 
Id social and behaviored sciences, the structural equation analysis has been very 
popular. The model for such analysis consists of two parts: The structural equa­
tion expresses the relationship of interest between two latent or unobservable vector 
variables rj, and ^ 
17 = Qt + B*7 + (3-1) 
where ^ is the error in the equation with zero mean. The unobservable rj and ^ are 
related to the observations through the linear measurement model 
y = Tj, + Ayfi + e, (3.2) 
X = + S ,  (3.3) 
where e and 6 are measurement errors. The parameters a, B, F, T y ,  Ay, and 
Ax are unknown, but some elements are either known or satisfy equality constrains 
based on the subject-matter theory or on the identification condition. The model 
consisting of (3.1)-(3.3) has some widely used important special cases. A model 
consisting of (3.3) is the factor analytic model, while (3.1) and (3.2) constitute the 
second order factor analysis. Also, (3.2) and (3.3), when 7} is equal to ^ and 
and Ax are dropped, constitute the measurement error model. Structural equation 
models and their special cases are widely used in economics, marketing, psychology, 
sociology and education. For a general introduction and description, see, Anderson 
and Rubin [6], Fuller [11], Bollen [8], Bentler [7], and Joreskog and Sorbom [13]. 
There are situations where the interest exists in fitting structural equations in 
several populations and analyzing the corresponding several samples simultaneously. 
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If the structural equations in the several populations do not have common pcircimeters, 
then the corresponding samples can be analyzed independently. The case where 
all the parcimeters are common over populations is the case of one population. If 
some parameters are common and some pairameters are different over populations, 
a special technique is required to carry out the analysis of several samples together. 
Some statistical computer packages such as LISREL can be used for such analysis. 
But, these Pcickages assume that the populations are independent and normal, and 
that the samples are simple random samples with no repeated or cluster sampling 
structure. For a discussion of the structural equation analysis of several populations 
see, e.g., Joreskog [12, 13], Lee and Tsui [14], Muthen [16], and Satorra [18, 19]. 
An area of research which attracted intense interest and made a large impact in 
structural equation modeling is the so-called asymptotic robustness study. With the 
wide avciilability of normality based computer packages, it is important to understand 
the extent of validity of the statistical inference procedures based on the quantities 
computed by the packages. It turns out that many of the large sample inference proce­
dures are valid under much weaker cissumptions than normality and random sampling. 
A large amount of important research has been conducted in this area. Amemiya, 
Fuller and Pantula [1] considered exploratory factor analysis and proved that the 
asymptotic distribution of the estimated factor loadings and error variances is the 
same for fixed, non-normal and normal factors under the assumption that the errors 
are normal. Anderson and Amemiya [5] extended the above results to confirmatory 
factor analysis and non-normal errors. Browne and Shapiro [10] considered a general 
linear model with independent normal and non-normal latent variables. Anderson [3] 
considered the model of Browne and Shapiro with non-stochastic latent variables. 
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Amemiya and Anderson [2], Anderson [4], and Browne and Shapiro [10] showed the 
asymptotic robustness of the goodness of fit statistics. Browne [9] and Satorra [17] 
considered the model of Browne and Shapiro [10] with additional mean structure. 
All of these papers concentrated on the case of a single population. Satorra [18, 19] 
extended some of the above results to the multi-population case. In this paper, we 
consider the asymptotic robustness for a very general multi-population case where 
the latent vectors may include fixed and non-normal variables, the populations may 
be related, and the model may contain the mean structure. 
In Section 3.3, we introduce the notation, the models used in this paper, and 
the estimation procedure. Section 3.4 presents the main results without proofs. The 
proofs and a more detailed discussion are available elsewhere. A simulation study is 
given in Section 3.5. 
3.3 Notation and Model 
Suppose that there are I populations, that individuals are sampled from the 
i"' population, and that variables are measured from each individual sampled 
from the i"' population, i = 1,2,•••,/. Let denote the x 1 observation 
from the j"' individual, j = 1,2, • • •, from the i"* population. The general latent 
variable model assumes that wj a linear function of some underlying unobservable 
factor vector and error vector. Particular structures of the coefficients and the factor 
and error covariance structure produce models with particular structures for the 
moments of For technical reasons, it is useful to consider an augmented vector 
1)' and express the model in terms of Zj'^ A general structural equation 
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model assumes that the vector can be expressed as a linear combination of latent 
vector variables of dimension x 1 premultiplied by loading matrices of 
dimension (p^'^ + 1) x £ = 0,1,2, - , L^*\ 
_(») _ tiCOfCO I  -oCOfCO I  . .  I  !»(') f(') (Q 
where the {^j are augmented vectors iqj = (goj', 1)'. In this paper, four special cases 
of (3.4) Me considered depending on the distributional assumption for 
(1) The model FNR (Fixed, Normal, Random (non-normal)) assumes that the 
are fixed constants satisfying 
for some positive definite $00°) that the £ =  1 ,2 ,  -  •  •  are assumed to 
be independently identically distributed with mean zero cind positive definite 
covariance matrices and that the are normally distributed. 
(2) The model FN (Fixed, Normal) is the model FNR with normally distributed 
(3) The model NR (Normal, Random) assumes that the £ = 0,1, - • • ,L^'\ 
are independently identically distributed. The fo}^ have mean non-zero and 
positive definite second-order moment matrices $(j|, the £ = 1,2, • • •, 
have mean zero and positive definite covariance matrices and the are 
normally distributed. 
(4) The model N (Normal) is the model NR with normally distributed fjf £ = 
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For all four models, it is assumed that the ( = 0,1, • • •, and #i'i cire func­
tions of a vector r of dimension r x 1 for all t = 1,2, • • •,/. That is, 
and $11 = $ 11 (r). Note that for £ = 1,2, • • •, is the covariance matrix of 
fjf, and that for models NR and N contains the first two moments of where 
f;i? = (g§'. !)'• 
Example: Consider the structural equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) in I popula­
tions, and assume that are fixed, that and are independent random 
vectors with mean zero and diagonal covariance matrices, and that the follow 
normal distribution. The following equation shows that this model can be written in 
the form of the model FNR: 
zf = 
/  (t)  \  yj 
A(0 
0 
] + ' AW(/ - BW)-' ' 
/ ® y 
C}' ('•) 
+ 
0 
JO + ••• + •Pi, 
,(') 
+ 
0 
1.1 
0 
+ 
^•pi'^ 
f(«) p (•) 
Px J 
where Ai'^ = ^^(7 — B^'))r^'\ A^'^ = r'*' -f- — B^*^) and are the 
dimensions of the vectors xj'^ and yj*^ respectively, eg and 4i are the Ar"* components 
of and S^j \ and 1,^ is the fc"* column of the identity matrix I. This is the model 
FNR where f<}) = ($f,l)', f« = C?, fif = for £ = 2,3,•••,?(') -H 1, and 
(,) . for £ = + 2,-•• ,pW + p(0 4- 1 and T consists of the unknown 
elements of B^*', t^'\ t^\ and V'ar{Cj'^}. • 
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Our interest is in the cisymptotic robustness of the mj«imum likelihood esti­
mator under model N when the true model is in fact model FNR, FN, or NR. The 
maximum likelihood estimator under model N can be readily computed using the 
existing packages. Under model N, the unknown parameters can be written together 
in a vector 6 as 
where 
tp' = {vech'^^22-, •••, • • •' 
=  {vech'^^, •  •  • ,  vech'^(^). 
In this paper the vec and vech notation is used. For definitions and properties of the 
vec and vech operators, see, e.g.. Fuller [11]. The dimension of 9 is 
'- = '- + DZ"  ™  ' - i | .  
i=l <=0 ^ 
where the subtraction of 1 is due to the structure of with the known value of 1 
in the lower right corner. It is assumed for identification that 
i=i ^ 
To compute the maximum likelihood estimator under model N, let 
C(') - — V 
J=1 
be the sample augmented moment matrices of observation vectors. For the use of 
augmented moment matrices, see, e.g, Joreskog and Sorbom [13], Meredith and Ti-
sak [15], and Satorra [17, 18, 19]. Note that the information contained in C(0 is 
equivalent to that given by the first two sample moments. Let 
under model N, which is a function of 9. Also, define 
c = {vech'C^^\ • • •, vech'C^^^y, 
fie) = {vech'r^^\e),---,vechT^'\e)y. 
Then, it can be shown that the maximum likelihood estimator 6 under model N can 
be obtained by minimizing the function 
HlW, c] = E —[log |r(')(0)| + fr{C(')rW-^(0)} - log |C<')| - (pW + l)] (3.6) 
over the parameter space © = {0 | r G ©r Q and are symmetric nonnegative 
definite, i = 0,1,-where n = The lower right corner of $oo is 
known to be 1, and is not estimated. Note that i[7(d),c] is a discrepancy function. 
That is, 1) L(7, C) > 0, 2) X(7, c) = 0 7 = c, and 3) L{f, c) is a twice continuously 
differentiable function of 7 and c. Although 0 can be computed for any data, the 
part of 6 does not have a corresponding model parameter in models FNR and FN 
where foj are fixed. To handle the fixed problem, we must define the true values 
in a slightly different way. Let To and (p^ be the true parameter values of r and ^ 
under all four models. Let ipg denote the true pajameter value in models NR and N, 
and denote 
• • •, vech'^^^in'-^^)) (3.7) 
in models FNR and FN. Also, define V'oo V'o niodels NR and N and the 
corresponding limiting value of (3.7), defining in(3.5), under models FNR and FN. 
Also, let 00 = «,V9;,V>;)', ^oo = and Um = 
We also write, for a p x p symmetric A, vecA = KpVechA and vechA = K^vecA, 
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where K+ = (K;Kp)-^K;. Denote, for t = 1,2, • • •, /, 
= 2Kj.,[rW(tfc») ® rW(«,o)]Kyo, 
and it follows (see, e.g., Fuller [11]) 
= 5K;o)[r«-^(e<») ® rw-^(floo)]Kp(o 
Define 
= blockdiag(r^^^n^^^~^, • • •, 
where = lim„„_»oo('^^'V") ^ — !> 2, • • •, /• Also, let 
P= 
where 
_ 3„ectr("(tf) 
ee' «=«.• 
3.4 Asymptotic Robustness 
This section presents only some summary results without proofs. More detailed 
results and discussions as well as proofs are given elsewhere. The following regularity 
condition is assumed throughout this section. 
Assumption 1 
t) doo is an interior point of the parameter space 0. 
a) For any £ > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if || 7(6) — 7(^00) !l< ^ ihen 
\\ 6 — 600 II < e where || 6 11= vW. 
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Hi) lim„„_»oo(n^'Vn) = >0 t = 1,2, • • •, /. 
iv) The B^'^(r) and (r), £ = 0,1, • • •, L^*^; i = 1,2, - •• ,1 are twice continuously 
differentiahle in a neighborhood of To. 
v) F(doo) has full column rank. 
The first theorem gives the limiting distribution of 0 defined in (3.6) when the 
true model is the model N, NR, FN, or FNR. 
Theorem 1 Let Assumption 1 hold. 
a) Under the model N, as rim oo, 
v/5^(e-«»)-^N(0,V;v), 
where 
=  { F ' a - ^ F ) - K  
b) Let the model NR hold. If the for all i ^  \ have finite fourth moments, then, 
as rim ooj 
>A(0-0o ) - ^n(o,vjvr), 
where 
V nr = (F'n-^F)-^F'f2-^TyvRn"^F(F'n-^F)-\ 
T N R  =  b l o c k d i a g l r ^ ^ ^ ' ^ T ^ ^ ^ j i ,  •  •  • 
= yar{vec/i(zi'^z5'^')}. 
c) Under the model FN, as Um oo. 
^ { 0 - e , ) J L ^ N { O , V F N l  
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where V fn the same form as Y nr vnth T nr replaced by T fni "^fn has the 
same form as Tnr with replaced by and 
rgiv = - 2KJo [(BW#W''B<')') ® 
d) Let the model FNR hold. If the for all £^1 have finite fourth moments, then, 
€LS TXjn ' 
V^(e-0o)-^N(O,VFNi?), 
where Y fnr has the same form as V nr Tjvfl replaced by T fnr> "^fnr has the 
same form as Tnr with t^^R replaced by and 
tf = tfj, + e(hs" + g» + gp) 
(=2 
where 
hS" = Kj„(Bf>®Bi")K,w[V<ir{»ec4(fl;'f<f)} 
-2k+jcsg" a «S?°)K+yK',„(Bi" ® 9/ 9/ 
= lim -rT^Zj'^= lim 
n(0^oon(')^ ^ n(')-.oo 
and are the true values of £  =  1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  L^*K 
The results of Theorem 1 provide the limiting distribution of the whole parame­
ter estimate vector 6, and require the existence of the fourth moments of the random 
variables. However, the asymptotic robustness, i.e., the equality of the limiting co-
variance matrix over the four models, can be shown for the T part of 0 with only the 
existence of second moments. 
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Theorem 2 Let Assumption 1 hold. Then, under each of models N, NR, FN, FNR, 
as n —* oo, 
V^(f-r„)-^^N(0,V^), (3.8) 
where Y''' is the part ofV^ corresponding to r. 
Thus, the standard error estimate for r computed under model N is also valid 
for the three other models. Some asymptotic robustness results for ^ and tp can also 
be derived, but are not presented here. It should be pointed out that Satorra [20] 
has a result similax to Theorem 2. 
For possibly dependent populations (e.g., repeated measures), we have the fol­
lowing result. 
Theorem 3 Let Assumption 1 hold. Consider model NR where fg}' are independent 
of all ffj\ £ = 1,2, • • • ,L^*\ but may be dependent over i = 1,2, • • •Then, (3.8) 
holds. 
Note that in Theorem 3 the assumption on is very weak allowing any kind of 
dependency over populations. Hence, by including any latent variables with possible 
correlation over populations in one vector the asymptotic inference on r based 
on the assumption of independent normal populations is still valid for a large class 
of dependent non-normal populations. An example of such a situation is the use of 
the standard normal-independence based packages for analyzing non-normal samples 
obtained by repeatedly measuring individuals longitudinally where not all individuals 
appear at all time points. 
This paper concentrated on the maximum likelihood estimator 6 ,  for model N 
by minimizing i[7,c] defining in (3.6). There are other discrepancy functions that 
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can be used to define alternative estimators of 6. Results similar to Theorems 1, 2, 
and 3 hold for some estimators other than but are not given here. In addition, the 
asymptotic robustness results for the goodness-of-fit test statistics can also be derived, 
but are not discussed in this paper. It should be emphasized that the condition of 
unrestricted ^ ^ 1, included in all four models is crucial for the asymptotic 
robustness results in Theorem 2 and 3. Our simulation, which is not reported here, 
indicated that without this condition the results of Theorem 2 and 3 are severely 
violated in finite samples. 
3.5 Monte Carlo Study 
To illustrate the usefulness of the asymptotic results of this paper, simple re­
gression with errors in variables is considered in 7 = 2 samples, 
yf = r, + A,i|f + 4'' 
• xf = + 
\ 
for I = 1,2; j = 1,2, • • •, 1000. Such a set of two samples was generated 10,000 times. 
The 7]'^ are fixed latent variables, and and are generated as non-normal 
variables. This is a special case of the model FNR. Two sets of 1000 uniform random 
variables were generated as 77]^^ and 7/]^^ with the sample correlation between and 
being 0.7. As fixed variables, these two sets of 7/j*' values were kept unchanged 
over the 10,000 replications. The and are independent adjusted chi-square 
random variables with one degree of freedom, and with mean zero and Var(£j-'^)= 
Var(5j'^)= for i=l,2. Note that the intercept Ty and the slope are common 
for the two populations, and that the variances of the and are unrestricted. 
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In this example B — (r', y)', where r = (r^, Ay)', 
y = 4?)'> 
and V* contains the first two sample moments of J^j'^'s. The true parameter values 
are To = (1, 2) and = (0-2, 0.2, 0.3, 0.15)'. The true sample moments of r/j'^'s 
are 
1 1""" , > 
^ 1000 ' 
1 1000 
= — T = 49 
1000 ^vv 
= 1, and = 2.5. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the results. The second column of Table 3.1 gives the 
Monte Carlo (MC) stwdard errors and the last four columns give the asymptotic 
standard errors computed under the assumptions of the models FNR, FN, NR, and 
N. By the results in Section 3.4 and elsewhere, some asymptotic standard errors 
are known to be equal over models. These are indicated by bold-face. Also, these 
bold-face asymptotic standard errors are supposed to be approximations of the exact 
Monte Carlo standard errors. These approximations seem to be very good. Clearly, 
the asymptotic standard errors not supported by the theory (indicated by non-bold­
face) are poor estimates of the exact standard errors, and are not useful in practice. 
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Table 3.1: Monte Ceirlo (MC) and asymptotic standard errors for four models (FNR, 
FN, NR, and N) 
e MC FNR FN NR N 
T % .065 .066 .066 .066 .066 
X y  .044 .043 .043 .043 .043 
.109 .111 .087 .111 .087 
.028 .028 .023 .028 .023 
.168 .171 .138 .171 .138 
.047 .048 .039 .048 .039 
.014 .014 .014 .035 .035 
ij) i ( l )  hv .072 .073 .073 .150 .153 
.012 .012 .012 .041 .041 
jW 
"nv .034 .033 .033 .097 .108 
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4. FACTOR ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINAL DATA 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Multivariate Analysis ^ 
Savas Papadopoulos and Yasuo Amemiya 
4.1 Abstract 
Factor analysis of multivariate panel data is discussed, where measurements are 
taken from individuals at several occjisions. Unbalanced cases, in which some indi­
viduals do not appear at all occasions and the number of measured individuals may 
change from one occasion to another, are considered. For such cases, a relatively 
simple method based on an incorrect likelihood is suggested. The method can be 
implemented easily utilizing existing computer packages, and is shown to have vari­
ous advantages over the maximum normal likelihood estimation and the time series 
modeling. The inference procedures are asymptotically valid for non-normal data 
allowing any time trend. For the balanced normal case, the efficiency of the method 
is shown to be nearly as high as that of the maximum likelihood estimation. 
^ K e y  w o r d s :  Latent variable modeling, non-normal data, multivariate repeated 
measures. 
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4.2 Introduction 
In medical and social studies, individuals are often observed over time. Data col­
lected from such studies are called longitudinal data. Longitudinal data are known 
also as panel data or repeated measures. In many longitudinal studies, some indi-
vidu2ds are missed or added at specific times. We consider a situation where several 
variables are measured from an individual at each occasion, and where the relation­
ships among the observed variables are explained in terms of relatively few underlying 
factors. The factors or latent variables represent unobservable characteristics of in­
dividuals which are correlated over time. The number of the observed variables and 
the number of the factors may change over time. For such a general longitudinal 
factor analysis problem, this paper proposes a simple but widely-applicable approach 
for model fitting and checking, and for parameter estimation. 
For general introduction to factor analysis and longitudinal factor analysis mod­
els, see, e.g., Bentler (1989), Bollen (1989), Joreskog and Sorbom (1989), and Basilev-
sky (1994). In the special case of balanced data where all the individuals appear at 
all the occasions, the longitudinal factor analysis model can be written in the form 
of the regular factor analysis model for all observed variables. See Anderson (1987, 
1989). In some situations, the factors are assumed to follow an autoregressive moving 
average process, and time series modeling is applied. See, Molenaar (1985, 1992). 
The treatment of unbalanced data, where individuals are missed or added over 
time, can be considered as a missing observation problem. However, the standard 
methods for missing data do not lead to useful or efficient procedures in practical 
longitudinal factor analysis problems. For example, in the listwise deletion method 
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using only those individuds appearing at all the occasions, the sample size may be 
dramaticfdly reduced, and the estimators may not be efficient. For the pairwise dele­
tion method using the sample variances cind covMiances computed with all possible 
pairwise combinations, the resulting sample covariance matrix may not be positive 
definite, and the computed standard errors and chi-square tests are incorrect. Also, 
the imputation procedures axe often time consuming, and the development of ap­
propriate procedures under imputation can be difficult. Another approach is the 
so-called multi-sample analysis, where groups of individuals are formed based on the 
occasion appearance patterns. In applying this method, the number of groups may 
be very large (up to 2^ — 1 for T occasions), and some groups may contain only a 
few individuals. See, e.g., Werts, Rock and Grany (1979), Baker and Fulker (1983), 
and Allison (1987). 
If the longitudinal factor analysis model was completely specified, the full like­
lihood approach would provide an efficient method (although the implementation 
could be problematic). But, in practice, the complete specification of the model is 
unrealistic or impossible. First, the correlation structure over time needs to be spec­
ified. A particular correlation or time series structure tends to produce a heavily 
model-dependent method, and is difficult to handle, when the number of latent vari­
ables change over occasions, when the occasions are unequally spaced, or when the 
number of occasions is small. On the other hand, assuming the unrestricted general 
covariance structure for the repeated measures of the multivariate latent variables 
requires estimation of a large covariance matrix which may not be positive definite 
(e.g., some latent variables may not change over time), and can lead to identification 
and model fitting difficulties. Another reason making the specification of the model 
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unrealistic is that the multivariate longitudinal data often include non-normal (highly 
skewed or highly discrete) variables. In practice, the multivariate observations, as 
well as underlying latent vectors, consist of mixed types of variables, i.e., discrete, 
normal, and unspecified non-normcd variables. Thus, it is desirable to develop a 
model fitting procedure that can be applied without restrictive specifications of the 
correlation structure and the distributional form, that can be implemented readily, 
and that produces valid statistical inferences without much difficulty and without 
additional assumptions. This paper proposes such a procedure, and discusses its use 
and justification. The procedure is especially useful in the model building and check­
ing process where the inferences for certain model parameters and model fit have 
to be made quickly and easily. This paper concentrates on the use of the proposed 
procedure for the purpose of making inferences for model parameters and model fit. 
But, the procedure can be used Jis the first step for modeling the time series structure 
of latent variables, or as a method for selecting a model to be used in search of more 
complete specification of the data structure. 
The procedure proposed and discussed in this paper is called the pseudo-inde­
pendence (PI) method. The method is based on a reduced likelihood, but uses all 
available observations. The PI can be implemented with ease, when the full likelihood 
approach is infeasible. In fact, the existing computer packages can be utilized to 
carry out the PI analysis. Also, the PI inference procedures for many of the relevant 
parameters and for checking model fit are valid in large samples for a broad class of 
non-normal data and for any type of individual trend over time. It is also shown that 
the efficiency loss of the PI method is minimal relative to the full likelihood method 
even when the latter can be implemented. 
In Section 4.3, the PI method is introduced and the limiting distributions of the 
proposed estimator cind goodness-of-fit statistic are presented under the assumption 
of normally distributed observations. The property and usefulness of the PI method 
under a general non-normal assumptions is discussed in Section 4.4. The efficiency 
of the method is considered and illustrated by a numerical example in Section 4.5. 
The proofs of all theorems are given in the Appendix. 
4.3 Pseudo-Independence Method 
Suppose that a population is monitored at T different occasions. At the <-th 
occasion {t = 1,2, • • •, T), measurements are taken from each of the individu­
als. Let zf ^ be a x 1 observation vector that contains the measurements from 
the i-th individual at the f-th occasion. It is assumed that the relationships among 
the observed variables (mecisurements) at the <-th occasion can be explained by 
factors. Let denote a x 1 latent vector that contains the factors for the 
i-th individual at the <-th occasion. The factor analysis model for the f-th occasion 
is 
i = 1,2, • • •, nC). (4.1) 
The mean vector of the random error is E{ej'^} = 0, and the covariance matrix of 
is a diagonal matrix, Var{ep^} = = diag(^|'\• • • The latent factor 
vectors, are assumed to be random with E{f/'^} = f i f  \  and Var{f/'^} = It 
is assumed that the factors and the errors are independent, that e,-'^ are independent 
for all i and f, and that f/'' are generally correlated over t. 
In model (4.1) the dimension of the observation can change over time t. 
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This allows situations where some mejisurements aje not taken at some time points 
or the use of different instruments at different occasions. Accordingly, the dimension 
of the factor can aJso vary over time. Thus, even the conceptual definition of 
the elements of is allowed to change over t. Although the index for individuals 
is denoted by i = 1,2,instead of it for simplicity, the results would apply 
to any general unbalanced structure. For this general model, it is difficult to specify 
a particular dependency or correlations among over t. Model (4.1) allows any 
general, unspecified dependency structure for For the identification of (4.1) for 
t = 1,2, • • •, r, the following parameterization is conceptually and practically useful. 
Since individual treiits or characteristics are expected to change over time, the factor 
mean ^ and the covariance matrix are generally different over time, and are 
treated as unrestricted. The factor vectors for different individuals are assumed 
independent for all occasions, but and for an individual i at different occa­
sions cire generally correlated. Thus, the identification should be achieved through 
restrictions on /3q\ and possibly To express a general form of such restric­
tions, we assume that j3q\ and are functions of a vector r of dimension 
dr X 1, 
B(') = B(')(r), = ^<''(r). (4.2) 
Let & = (r', /i^, y')', where /iy = • • •, f = (vech'#^"^, • • •, vech'$^^^^)', 
and the vech notation is defined as follows. For a p x 9 matrix A = (ai, • • •, a,), let 
vecA = (a^, • • • ,a^)' be the pq x 1 vector which lists all elements of A. For & p x p 
symmetric matrix A, let vechA denote the [p(p-|-1)/2] x 1 vector listing the elements 
of A on and below the diagonal starting with the first column. Note that $ does 
not include the covariances of the factors between the occasions and other possible 
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pcirameters, but that 0 contains all the parameters in 
Var{zf^} = (4-3) 
We will propose cin estimation procedure for 6 ,  with emphasis on making simple 
but correct inferences on r. The parameters /3o\r) and represent the re­
lationships between the observed meeisurements and the underlying factors. Such 
relationships are associated with particular instruments or measurement procedures, 
and may stay unchanged or have a particular structure over time. On the other hand, 
is a covariance matrix of measurement errors and some components of 
may stay constant over time if some measurement procedures Jire repeatedly applied. 
Thus, the pareimeter r is most relevant for modeling and for assessing measurement 
structure and relationships. Also the inference for r may be extended to a general 
measurement model beyond a given sample of individuals. It is useful and convenient, 
especially at a model-building stage of the analysis, to be able to make inferences for 
T without specifying the dependency structure for the factors ff ^  in a given sample. 
It will be shown that this type of parameterization provides certain desirable proper­
ties of statistical inference procedures in addition to allowing practically meaningful 
interpretation. 
Let and denote the sample mean vector and covariance matrix for the 
t—ih occasion, 
1 nO 1 
g -!". ^ E(-!" -
To estimate 9, consider 6 obtained by minimizing the following function over the 
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parameter space: 
Q{B)  =  f ;n< ' ) { t r {S< ' ) s ( ' ) - ^ ( t f ) } - l og |S ( ' ) S ( ' ) - ^ (« ) |  
_pW + [zW _ /i(')((?)]'s(')-i(tf)[zW - /!(')(<?)]}. (4.4) 
Note that Q{0)  would be a version of the correct likelihood, if were indepen­
dent over time, and if all variables aie norm<iily distributed. For model (4.1) with 
general dependency of over t, with general unbalanced configuration, and with 
possibly different dimensions of and zj'^ over time, the full likelihood function 
based on the joint density of all observations does not have a simple form, even if all 
variables are assumed normal. For normal data, Q(0) is -2 times the product of the 
marginal distributions of from the t—th occasion, and is different from the full 
likelihood unless observations over time are independent. Thus, the use of Q{6) for 
the longitudinal data corresponds to the case of an incorrect or reduced likelihood 
that contains relevant parameters specified in the model. We call this estimation pro­
cedure the pseudo-independence (PI) method, and 6 the PI estimator of 6, since the 
method incorrectly assumes independence over time for convenience. The minimiza­
tion of Q{0) can be carried out easily using the multi-sample option in the existing 
computer packages such as EQS and LISREL that were developed for independent 
normal samples from multiple populations. Such programs also compute Q{0) as the 
goodness-of-fit test statistic. To assess the usefulness of the PI method in practice, 
we study the correctness of inference procedures based on the pseudo-independence 
and pseudo-normality as applied to longitudinally dependent non-normal data. In 
this section, we concentrate on normal data, and see how the standard errors of 6 
and the goodness-of-fit test statistic Q{9) are affected by incorrectly assuming the 
independence of observations over time. 
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A A ^ 
To present the properties of 0  and Q{0) ,  we introduce some notation. For a ,pxp  
symmetric A, define Dp to be the x [p(p+1)/2] matrix such that vecA = DpVechA, 
and D+ = (D;Dp ) so that vechA = D^vecA. See, e.g., Fuller (1987) and 
Magnus and Neudecker (1988). Also, let 6o is the true value of 6 corresponding to 
the true distribution generating data. Define 
F„ = F(»o) = 1F<"'(»). • • •, F<"(«) = 
dlxW(0) 
3vech2y')(^) (4.5) 
Let 
n = H 1- • • •, 
and let be the number of individuals measured at both th and m—th occa­
sions. In deriving large sample results, we consider the limit as ^ oo. For the 
general unbalanced model (4.1), specifying assumptions on the factors requires 
some care. It is convenient for specifying Jissumptions to have a notation for all un­
derlying factors at all occasions for an individual including factors at the time points 
where this individual is not measured. For this, for an individual i with at least one 
observation in the sample, let f,- = (f/, fP^')', where some may not exist in a 
given data set (i.e., observation is missing). Write E{f,} = /if = (^^f • • •, 
and 
Var{fi} = $ = 
$(11) $(1T) 
$(T1) ... $(TT) 
\ / 
Throughout our development, the following regularity conditions for identification 
and asymptotic set-up are assumed for model (4.1)-(4.2): 
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Assumption 1 i) For any e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that for 6 in the 
parameter space ||+ || ||] < ^  then 
II 0 — Oo ||< e, where and are defined in (4.3), and || A ||= 
^ir{A'A}. Also, Fo defined in (4.5) has full column rank. 
a) The /3o^(r), and for t = 1, 2 , • • • , ! ' ,  are twice continuously 
differentiable in a neighborhood of To,  the true value of t .  
Hi) The parameter space for r is an open set, the parameter space for fif is the 
set of all {YlJ=i ^ 1 vectors, and the true values #o"^ ^ = 1,2, • • • ,r, are 
positive definite. 
iv) lim„„_oo(«^'V") = > 0, t = 1,2,••-,7 and lim„^_oo[nn<''"7(nWn('"))] = 
t ^m  = l , 2 , - - - ,T .  
Assumption 1 i) is the standard identification assumption which is needed for our very 
general  model  (4 .1)  and (4.2) .  Assumption 1  Hi)  quarantees  that  the t rue value Oq 
is in the interior of the parameter space so that the limiting normal distribution of 6 
can be obtained. Assumption 1 iv) assumes that the sample sizes i = 1,2, • • •, T, 
increase at a common rate as oo. 
For 6  and Q{6)  computed under the incorrect independence over time, the fol­
lowing theorem gives the limiting distributions when the general longitudinal depen­
dency exists and all the variables follow normal distribution. The proof of this and 
other theorems are given in the appendix. The limiting covariance matrix V of ^ is 
shown to be the sum of two matrices V/ and Vp, where V/ would be the limiting 
covariance matrix if the factors were independent over time, and V/j is a matrix with 
zero diagonal elements and some zero sub-matrices. 
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Theorem 1 Let model (4-l)-(4-2) and Assumption 1 hold. In addition, assume 
Assumption 2 f,- fSJ N(0, and f,- 's and e|'^ 's are independent 
for all i and t. 
Then, the following holds. 
a) As Um oo, 
^ { e - eo ) - ^N io ,Y ) ,  
V = V ;  +  V D ,  
V; = (F(,no'Fo)-\ Vd = 
where Fo is defined in (4-5), 
I \ 0 0 0 
0 Ao 0 
0 0 Bo y 
no^=Q- \eo )  =  b lockd iag{ r^^^^ l ^ ' ^ - ' {0o ) , - - -M^^ i l ^ ^ ^ - \ eo ) ) ,  
0 
GW-^(0) = ® S<')-^(0)]Dp(.), 
Ao = [AQ"*^] and BQ = [BQ*" ]^ are partitioned matrices with x AQ"*', and 
X ki^^ BQ""^ {km^ = k^*\k^^^ + l)/2), and satisfy 
A («•") _ AQ — 
0, i f t  =  m .  
«(''») _ t>o — 
0, i f t  =  m ,  
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and $0*"^ t m = 1,2, - • • ,T is the true value of the covariance matrix between 
and {i"^K 
b )  As  Urn  -> oo, Q{0)  where  Q{0 )  i s  de f i ned  i n  (4.4), 
1 = Eb'" + ' ' ]  - d r -
t=l ^ t=l ^ 
By Theorem 1(a), the diagonal elemeiits of V and V/ are the same, because Vo 
has 0 diagonal elements. Hence, the asymptotic standard errors for all components 
of 9 computed under the incorrect assumption of independence over time are in fact 
correct for the longitudinal data with dependency over time. Since the part of VD 
corresponding to r is 0, the asymptotic inferences concerning any functions of r 
can be made based on r and V/. Recall that r contains all coefficient/relationship 
parameters and the error variances, both possibly restricted over time. For a given t, 
the asymptotic inferences for any functions of {Hf\ can still be made correctly 
using V/, because VD is block diagonal. The estimated asymptotic covariance matrix 
of the PI estimator 6 is computed based on V/ by the existing packages for the 
independent multi-sample analysis. Therefore, the use of the PI estimator 9 and the 
pseudo-independence covariance matrix V/ for the longitudinal data can be carried 
out easily by the existing packages, and is cisymptotically valid for most types of 
inferences, if all variables are normally distributed, and if the parameterization of 
model (4.1)-(4.2) is used. This result is extended to non-normal data in the next 
section. 
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4.4 Non-normal Data 
In Section 4.3, it was assumed that all the variables follow normal distribution. 
In this section, the assumption of normality is relaxed, aad we show that parts of 
Theorem 1 hold under more general assumptions and conditions. In particular, we 
show that some asymptotic inference procedures derived ujider the pseudo normal-
independence model are valid for a broad range of non-normal, longitudinally de­
pendent data. In the literature of factor analysis and latent variable modeling, the 
property that some estimators and test statistics have a common limiting distribution 
under different sets of assumptions is refered to as asymptotic robustness. 
Amemiya, Fuller and Pantula (1987) considered exploratory factor analysis and 
proved that the asymptotic standard errors of some estimators are the same for 
fixed, non-normal, and normal factors assuming normality for the errors. Anderson 
and Amemiya (1988) extended the above results to confirmatory factor analysis and 
non-normal errors. Amemiya and Anderson (1990) showed that some goodness-of-
fit statistics have a common limiting distribution for non-normal factors and errors. 
Browne and Shapiro (1988) and Anderson (1987, 1989) extended the above results for 
more general models that include structural equation modeling. Browne (1990) and 
Satorra (1992) considered models including mean and covariance structures. Asymp­
totic robustness for the multi-sample analysis was considered by Satorra (1993,1994) 
and Papadopoulos and Amemiya (1994, 1996). The asymptotic robustness for lon­
gitudinal factor analysis has not been discussed in the literature. The next theorem 
shows that the limiting distributions of r and Q{6) derived in Theorem 1 under the 
assumption of normality for and ej'^ are the same for any non-normal f/'' with 
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finite second monients. 
Theorem 2 Let model (4.1)-(4-2) and Assumption 1 hold. In addition, assume 
Assumption 2-a) fj's are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with 
£:{f,} = /if and Var{f,} = ef^ ~ and f.-'s and ef^'s are independent 
for all i and t. 
Then^ as ^ ooj 
a) 
_ro) - i^N(0 ,Vn,  
where Vf is the part of\i corresponding to r, 
b )  Q{0 )  Xq  where  q  i s  g i ven  i n  Theorem 1 -b ) .  
In Assumption 2-a), the errors ef^ are normally distributed, but have unspec­
ified distribution and longitudinal dependency. Theorem 2-a) states that the asymp­
totic inferences fot r based on r and Vj" for the psuedo normal-independence model 
are valid for any non-normal factors Theorem 2-b) implies that the goodness-of-
fit test using Q{6) and Xq distribution can be used correctly to test the fit of model 
(4.1) without specifying the distribution of longitudinally dependent 
A result similar to Theorem 2 can be obtained for non-normal ef ^ (in addition 
to non-normal provided that the elements k = 1,2,of ef' 
are independent and have unrestricted variances ^*1'^ error variances are 
unrestricted and to be estimated). Under such a condition, we write 
r = (T;, V')', BW = BW(ri), (4.6) 
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where tj} includes ^J-i error variances, i.e., V — ' i — 
• • •) V'pio)'? relation is assumed between TI and ij}. The result is derived 
in the next theorem. It is understood that Assumption 1 i i )  and Hi)  apply to r of 
the form (4.6). Thus, I3o\ti) and B^'^(TI) are twice continuously differentiable in 
a neighborhood of the true value Tio, and the true error variances are strictly 
positive. 
Theorem 3 Let model (4.1)-(4-2) hold with = /3O^(TI) Let 
Assumption 1 hold. In addition, assume 
Assumption 2-b) f,- 's are i.i.d. with = /if and Var{f,} = and f, 's and 
' s  are independent for aii i, t, and k. For a given t, {ef i = 1, 2, • • •, are 
i.i.d. with } = 0 and Var{e|^ } = 
Then, as oo, 
a) 
v/^(ri-rio)-^N(0,Vr'), 
where Vj"' is the part ofWj corresponding to Ti, 
A ^ 
b) Q{9) —* xl where q is given in Theorem 1-b). 
Theorem 3 has shown that the asymptotic inferences for the relationship coef­
ficient parameter T\ based on the pseudo normal-independence model fi and 
as well as the test for model fit based on Q{9) are valid for non-normal factors and 
non-normal errors, provided all error variances are unrestricted and estimated. Note 
A 
that the limiting distribution of tp part of f depends on the distribution of e\f; and 
is not covered in Theorem 3. 
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One practical case not covered by Theorems 2 and 3 is that with non-normal 
errors having equal variances over time. Suppose that some or all variables are 
measured repeatedly over time using the same instrument. Then, it is reasonable to 
restrict the error v<iriances for such variables to be equcil over time, e.g., = 
. . .  =  f o r  t h e  f c - t h  v a r i a b l e .  I f  t h e  n o r m a l i t y  o f  t h e  e r r o r s  c a n  n o t  b e  a s s u m e d ,  
Theorem 2 does not apply. Theorem 3 is not applicable if are restricted in the 
estimation procedure. For such a case with non-normal e.-j with restricted variances, 
we can consider two approaches in making inferences about Ti defined in 4.6, both 
of which can be carried out using the pseudo normal-independence method. 
In the first approach, the model with restricted is fitted using the PI 
method, and asymptotic inferences for ri are made based on in Theorem 3 
despite the non-normality of ejj^^'s. The inferences in this approach are not asymp­
totically correct, because Theorem 3 does not apply, and because the true limiting 
covariance matrix is not Vj"'. As illustrated later, the error made by this use of an 
incorrect asymptotic covciriance matrix is negligible in most practical situations. The 
second approach uses the PI method to fit the model with completely unrestricted 
despite the knowledge of restrictions among V*!'The second approach may 
not be efficient in the sense that unnecessarily too many parameters are being es­
timated. But, inferences for TJ based on Yf^ in this approach are asymptotically 
valid for non-normal because of Theorem 3. As the following illustration shows, 
the efficiency loss in estimating unrestricted V'i is minimal in most practical situ­
ations. In fact, depending on the kurtosis of non-normal it is possible that the 
limiting variance of Ti in the second approach is actually smaller than that in model 
fitting using the restrictions among ^ J['''s. This is because the efficiency of the pseudo 
normal-independence method fitting unrestricted non-normal is the same as the 
case with normal , and because the efficiency fitting restricted non-normaJ is 
lower thcin the normal case. 
To explain intuitive reasons for the negligible error in the first approach and the 
negligible efficiency loss in the second, we note that the limiting covariance matrix 
of Ti is generally the sum of two terms (following the argument of Theorem 3.R 
in Amemiya, Fuller, and Pantula (1887)). The first term is the limiting covariance 
matrix of Ti when the error variances are known, and the second term represents 
the additional variability due to the estimation of unknown error variances. The first 
term stays the same for different non-normal distributions for and (asymp­
totic robustness), and is not affected by how the error variances are estimated. The 
second term is free of the distribution of has different forms depending on dif­
ferent distributions of and is larger if more unrestricted error variances are to be 
estimated. Hence, only the second term, not the first term, in the asymptotic covari­
ance matrix of ri contributes to the error in using an incorrect asymptotic covariance 
matrix in the first approach, and to the asymptotic efficiency loss in estimating Ti 
in the second approach. The second term depends on the kurtosis of the distribution 
of Thus, the increase in the second term fitting too many by the second 
approach can be smaller than the difference between the second terms for the cases 
with normal and non-normal Since the second term is an additional variability 
term representing estimation error in it is generally smaller than the first term. 
This is why the inference error in the first approach and the efficiency loss in the 
second approax:h are generally small. The second term in the cisymptotic covariance 
matrix of TI is especially small compared to the first term if the error variances 
QQ 
uu 
are small relative to the variability of the factor part involving f j 'K Thus, if we define 
the reliability of an observed variable to be 
= 1 - (4.7) 
Vax{4'l^ 
then the asymptotic inference error in the first approach and the efficiency loss in the 
second approach are both negligible unless the reliabilities are very small. Therefore, 
the PI method using either approach can still provide a useful and simple inference 
procedures for ri even when the errors are non-normal and the error variances are 
known to be restricted. These points are illustrated by the following example. 
For two time points, i = 1,2, and for a 4 x 1 observed vectors z|'\ consider a 
longitudinal factor analysis model given by 
^2 
/?3 
1 
//"+e,W, 
where is a scalax, Var{//'^} = Var{ef = diag(^f \ • • •, 0^'^), and and 
efij are all scaled Xi random variables adjusted to have zero mean and appropriate 
variances. It is assumed to be known that V*!'' = k = 1,2,3,4. The true values 
of the parameters are = 1, m = 1,2,3, = 1, = 2. The parameters 
k = 1,2,3,4, have a common true value ipQ. Then, the reliability of each element of 
zP is 
1 < = 1, = t = 2. 
1 + 00' 2 + 00' 
We used five different values of 0o corresponding to i2^^^)=(0.5, 0.67), (0.6, 
0.75), (0.7, 0.82), (0.8, 0.89), (0.9, 0.95). 
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For the first approach described above, the model with known restriction V'f ^ = 
\ k = 1,2,3,4, is fitted using the PI method, estimating /3m's, and four 
error varieinces common over time. We computed two limiting standard deviations 
of ^rn (common for m = 1,2,3) ev2Juated at the true values of the parameters. 
One is the square root of Vf' in Theorem 3 derived under an incorrect normal 
assumption for e|j.\ and the other is the correct limiting standard error obtained using 
the properties of Xi distributions for efjj. The ratio of the normal case standard error 
over the correct one is given in Table 4.1 for the five sets of All ratios 
are very close to 1, and the ratio approaches 1 as the reliability increaises. Thus, 
the error in using an incorrect asymptotic standard error based on Vj"' and the PI 
method is negligible for the reliability as low as 0.5. 
Table 4.1; Ratio for the limiting standard deviation (l.s.d.) of /?„ for the first ap­
proach 
[Ratio=(l.s.d. for /3m assuming normality)/ (correct l.s.d. for 0^), 
i?W=reliability] 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
0.67 0.75 0.82 0.89 0.95 
Ratio 0.998554 0.999318 0.999842 0.999957 0.999995 
For the second approach, the issue is how much efficiency is lost (if any) in the 
estimation of /?„ by ignoring the known equality of V*!'over t, and by estimating 
different error variances over t. Thus, the second approach using the PI method 
estimates /S^'s, and eight error variances \ By Theorem 3, the limiting 
standard deviation for this (common for m = 1,2,3) is the square root of the 
diagonal element of V for the model with eight error variances to be estimated. 
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This standard deviation is compared to the limiting standard deviations of two other 
estimators of /?„ obtained by fitting equal ^ over t (only four error variances). For 
the data used here, the correct standcird deviation for the PI method with equal 
uses the Xi distribution property. This is the standard deviation used in the 
denominator of the ratio used in Table 4.1. The ratio of the standard deviation for 
fitting equal over i based on Xi distribution over that for fitting unequal 
over time is reported as Ratio (y?) in Table 4.2. As seen in Table 4.2, this ratio 
is in fact larger than 1. Note that the kurtosis of Xi is larger than that of normal. 
Thus, the efficiency gained by fitting a smaller number of error variances is offset by 
the efficiency loss due to the use of the normality-based PI method for Xi variables. 
The PI method with unequal error variances does not lose efficiency for non-normal 
in the sense that the limiting standard deviation is common for all distributions. 
Thus, depending on the kurtosis of the errors, the PI method fitting unnecessarily too 
many error variances can be more efficient than that fitting restricted error variances, 
in terms of asymptotic inferences for Ti. The other standard deviation compared to 
that for the second approach is the numerator of the ratio in Table 4.1. This would be 
the correct and the most efficient limiting standard deviation if 's were normally 
distributed. Thus, Ratio (N) in Table 4.2 of the standard deviation using equal 
over t and normality to the second approach standard deviation is known to be less 
than 1, and represents the efficiency loss of the second approach compared to the 
most efficient method for the case with normal errors. The values of Ratio (N) are 
all nearly 1, indicating that the efiiciency loss by estimating many error variances 
is negligible even for the normal-error case. Hence, the first or second approach, 
both using the PI method, can be used in practice without serious inference error or 
efficiency loss, provided the sample sizes are large and the reliabilities are not very 
small. 
Table 4.2: Ratios for the limiting steindard deviation (l.s.d.) of for the second 
approach. 
[Ratio (xi)=(correct l.s.d. for fim)/ (l-s.d. for by fitting unequal 
ove r  t ) ,  A /j\ 
Ratio (N)=(I.s.d. for by fitting equal over t with normal-
ity)/(l.s.d. for by fitting unequal over t ) ,  
i2(0=reliability] 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
0.67 0.75 0.82 0.89 0.95 
Ratio (x?) 1.000896 1.000468 1.000089 1.000026 1.000004 
Ratio (N) 0.999449 0.999786 0.999931 0.999983 0.999999 
4.5 Efficiency Comparison 
In this section, the efficiency of the pseudo-independence (PI) method is dis­
cussed in comparison to the full likelihood approach. The PI method uses a reduced 
form of the likelihood function. We proposed this method especially for unbalanced 
data where the full likelihood may not be simple to handle. Intuitively, the PI method 
may produce estimators with larger asymptotic standard errors than the full likeli­
hood approach. In other words, there may be some efficiency loss. In the case of 
balanced normal data, the efficiency loss can be evaluated, since the full likelihood 
method can be applied. The efficiency loss of the PI method relative to the full 
likelihood in this case depends on the reliability of the observed measurements, the 
size of the correlation over time, and the diiference between the degrees of freedom 
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of the full likelihood method and the PI method. The number of error degrees of 
freedom for the PI method is q given in Theorem 1 b). The number of error degrees 
of freedom for the full likelihood method is 
r  P (P+1)  .  ,  Hk + l) 
9 = \p  +  2 dr  - k  j 
= q + w, 
where p = ~ 
(4.8) 
t<m 
The difference w is positive, depends on the numbers of measurements and 
factors and increases as the number of occasions increases. A general claim is 
that the efficiency loss is non-trivial only if the reliability is very small, the correlation 
of the factors over time is very high, and w is very large, and that, otherwise, the 
efficiency loss is negligible. Although formulating and verifying this claim mathemat­
ically is not simple, the following numerical example can serve as an illustration. 
Consider the model 
zP = 
^ Pi ^ 
h 
' / 
where the t = 1,2,• • • ,r, are 3x1 vectors with mean 0, are scalars with 
Cov{/f\//'"^} = t,m = l,2,---,r, and Var{ef^} = diag(V'i,V'2,V'3)- We 
compute the limiting standard deviations for the PI and the full likelihood methods 
under the assumption that both fP and are normal. The PI method estimates 
0 = ^0 '  {TT)^  
while in the full likelihood method the covciriances of the feictors, t p j  '  t  ^  m ,  are 
estimated in addition to d. The true values of Pi <ind ^2 are 1 eind -1 respectively, and 
the true i = 1,2, • • •, T are all equd to 1. The true values of the variances of 
k = 1,2,3, are all equal, and the common value is varied to produce the reliability 
(common for cJl k = 1,2,3) ranging from 0.69 to 0.99 with an increment 0.03. 
The reliability is defined (4.7). The true values of the factor covariances t ^ m, 
are all set to p, and the value of p was Veiried from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.1. 
All these cases were repeated for two and five occasions (r=2,5). In this example, w 
in (4.8) is equal to 8 for T=2, and equal to 80 for T=5. For estimating the parameter 
we computed the limiting standard deviations (evaluated at the true values) of 
the full likelihood and the PI estimators (common for ^1 and ^2)- We define the 
efliciency of the PI method to be the ratio of the limiting standard deviation for the 
full likelihood method over that for the PI method. In Figure 4.1, the efficiency is 
plotted against the correlation and the reliability, for T=2 and T=5. Table 4.3 gives 
the efficiency for some cases, where the correlation (p) is equal to 0.6 and 0.8, and 
the reliability (R) is equal to 0.75 and 0.95. In Table 4.3, all the numbers are very 
close to 1, implying that the limiting standard deviation of the PI estimator are only 
slightly Icirger than those of the full likelihood estimator. It is clear from Figure 4.1 
that the efficiency loss due to the use of the PI method is minimal for most practical 
situations even when the full likelihood method is possible. The simpler applicability 
for unbalanced cases and the asymptotic robustness properties make the PI method 
useful for factor analysis of longitudinal data in general. 
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Table 4.3: Efficiency of the PI method in comparison to the full likelihood method. 
(^=factor correlation over occasions, i?=reliability, T=number of occa­
sions). 
T=2 T=b 
R=0.75 i2=0.95 i?=0.75 i?=0.95 
^=0.6 0.9892 0.9995 0.9804 0.9991 
II p
 
00
 
0.9712 0.9973 0.9646 0.9934 
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Figure 4.1: Efficiency of the PI Method in Comparison to the Full-Likelihood 
Method, (factor correlation over occasions, measurement reliability, 
T =number of occasions) 
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4.7 Appendix 
Proof of Theorem 1 
a) Under Assumption 2, Thus, Q{9)  in (4.4) 
satisfies Q{6o)  0. Since 0  minimizes Q{0) ,  Q{0 )  0, which in turn implies 
- log is"lsw-'(9)i - pW| = 0 
pBn>n.-.o[2"' - - (.!"(«)] = 0. 
A 
These two equations and Assumption 1 z) imply plim„_^_^oo6 = 60. To derive the 
limiting distribution of y/n{0 — 6q), we split y/n{6 — Bq) into two vectors 
•\/n{6 — 60)  = \/n(d — Bjo)  + y/n^Ba — Bq) ,  (4-9)  
(  \  
T o  ^  f ( l )  ^  vechsj^^ 
II f , f = 
f ( T )  \ y 
Sf = 
^ vechSg'^ ^ 
1 1 
f" = Jo g f'"- g(f'' -
Note that the r-parts of Bq and Bn are both TQ, and that f and Sf in B^ are sample 
moments of the unobservable factors. For the derivation of the limiting distribution 
of y/n(B — Ba), we expand the first derivative of Q(B) evaluated at B around Bn- The 
standard argument shows that 
- Bo) = (F'oi2o'Fo)-%Slo'Mc - 7(«n)] + Op(l), (4.10) 
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where 
c = 
jn 
cW = 
,(0 ^ 
^ vech(S^'^) 
' ¥"(6) ^ 
7(«) = : 
and 7(^n) consists of, by (4.3), 
, V"(#) = »«<"(«) ^ 
/«'"(»«) = |8l"(To) + B<'>(r„)fl", 
S"'(9„) = BW(t„)S^'BI'''(T„) + 
Note that, by (4.9), 
zC) = /3^,')(ro) + B(')(ro)f^'^ + e('^ 
SW = BW(ro)SjJ)B<')'(ro) + + B(')(To)Sg + S2BW'(TO), 
where for any u and v Suv is defined as 
Thus, the subvectors of c — f {9n )  can be expressed as 
zW-/i<')(»n) = eC), (4.11) 
vech[S(')-S<')(dn)] = vech[SW-^W(ro)] + DjJ(Ip(.)®BW(ro)) (4.12) 
+(B<')(ro) O Ip(.))kp(t)p(.)]vecSj.2, 
where km„, known as the commutation matrix, satisfies vecA' = k^nVecA for an 
m X n A. Since, for m x n A and p x q B, kpm(A ® B) = (B (gi A)k,„, and since 
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Ip2 + kpp = 2DpD+, it follows that 
ch[S(') - = vech[SW - ^(')(ro)] + 2D+,o[(Ip(.) ® B(')(ro)]vecSg. (4.13) ve t 
By (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), and (4.13), y /n{6 -0n )  and y/n{0n-Oo) have ajoint limiting 
normal distribution and are uncorrelated in the limit. Also, by (4.10), (4.11), and 
(4.13), the limiting distribution of — wn) the same whether or not ^ arc 
independent over i. Write this common limiting distribution as 
xA^(«-«n)-^N(0 ,Vi) .  
The limiting distribution of y/n{6jx — 9o) is 
^ (e^_0o)-^N(o ,V2) ,  
where 
V2 = 
/ \ 
0 0 0 
0 Gq 0 
^ 0 0 Ho 
, Go = [G^"")], Ho = [hJ,"">], 
(4.14) 
G("") = m = 1,2, • • •, T, 
H '^ (tm) _ 
rW-i2Djo[«r ® if < = m, 
The form of V2 is affected by the dependency of over t, and we can write 
V2 = V2/ + ViJ, 
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where V2/ is V2 with all $0*"^ = 0 for t  ^  m ,  and V^) is defined in the theorem. 
Hence, the limiting covariance matrix V of \/n{B — 60) is 
V  =  V a + V 2 = V r  +  V i 5 ,  
where V/ = Vi + V2/ is the limiting covariance matrix under the independence of 
o v e r  t .  
b) We use the results that 
tr[r-^/2cr-^/=' -1]^ ' = tr[(c -
that tr(AB)^ = vec'B(A ® A)vecB, and that if A„ is positive definite and A„ — I = 
Op{lfy/n) then 
1 . . .  , , 2 . ^ . 1  log |A„| = tr(A„ - I) - rtr(A„ - I) + Op{-j=). 
I  y / n  
Then, 
T 
t=i 
t=l 
+[z(') - + Op(4=) 
yn 
= -s/n[c - 7(fl)]'J2"^(d)-v/n[c - 7(0)] + Op(l). 
Using On in (4.9), we write 
\/n[c - 7(0)] = •v/n[c - 7(^n)] + \/"[7(^n) - 7(0)]-
By expanding 7(0) at and by using (4.10), we obtain 
- 7(«)] = -Fo(F(,12o^Fo)-^F[,J2o-^ V^[c - 7(0^)] + Op(l). (4.15) 
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Thus, 
Q{e) = Mc - 7(<^o)]'[I - n^'iF'oSlo'Fo)-'F'o]Slo'Mc - 7(^n)] + Op(l). 
It is known that the limiting distribution of Q{0)  would be x, distribution if the 
fP, t = 1,2, • • •, T were independent. By (4.11) and (4.13), the limiting distribution 
of is not aiFected by the dependency of over t. Hence the result 
follows. • 
Proof of Theorem 2 
a) The parts of the proof of Theorem 1 not relying on the normality of f/'^ are 
valid for this theorem. Note that (4.10) and (4.14) hold without the normality of 
f,-, since the limiting distribution of S^, and Sfg in (4.11) and (4.13) does not 
depend on the normcJity of f,-. Thus, the result follows by noting that Yj = the 
T-part of Vi in (4.14). 
b) Note that (4.15) holds also for this theorem. Thus, the argument used in the 
proof Theorem 1 b) shows the result. • 
Proof of Theorem 3 
a) Let 6^ = (tjq, s^, f', sj.)' where Se = (s^i),- • • 'ind Sg(o is the vector 
listing the diagonal elements of S^- By following the steps of the proof of Theorem 
1 with in place of 6^, we can show that (4.10) holds with On replaced by In 
this case, — 7^'^(tfn) consists of (4.11) with replaced by and 
vech[S(') - S(')(0;)] = vechSW- + 2Djo[(Ip(0 ® BW(rio)]vecSg, 
where the diagonal elements of S^* are zero, and the off-diagonal elements are the 
same as those of S^. It follows that the limiting distributions of yjn[c — 7(0n)]> 
y/n{9 — ), and \/n{ri — rio) do not depend on the normality of f^ and e|'\ nor 
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on the independence of ' over t. Thus, the generaJ Assumption 2-b) does not alter 
the limiting distribution of •\/n{Ti — rio) from the normal case. 
b) It Cein be shown that (4.15) holds with On replaced by 9'^. Thus, the result 
follows from the fact, shown in the proof of part a), that >/n[c — 7(5^)] does not 
depend on the normality of and ef\ and on the independence of • 
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5. CONCLUSION 
The linear latent variable modeling can be useful for multi-population and longi­
tudinal studies. Even for correlated populations and unbalanced data, and for cases 
involving fixed and non-normal latent variables, simple statistical procedures based 
on the assumption of normality and independence can be used for model fitting and 
inferences. The use of such methods has advantages. The analysis is simple and 
can be executed by the existing computer packages. The proper parameterization 
and model formulation provide meaningful interpretation and correct statistical in­
ferences. Theoretical and numerical justification was given for the methods. The re­
sults expand the usefulness of the latent variable modeling in applied sciences, where 
non-normal, non-random, and unbalanced data in multi-population and longitudinal 
studies are often encountered. 
